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This thesis describes the progress achieved towards two goals. One is the construction of a
compact magneto-optical trap (MOT) apparatus, used both as a standalone undergraduate
laboratory experiment and as part of a public engagement demonstration of cold atom
physics. The setup, which utilises a dichroic atomic vapour laser lock (DAVLL) system
plus homemade sideband generation electronics, is capable of trapping and cooling up to
8×107 85Rb atoms in a standard six-beam laser cooling scheme.
The second goal is the loading of an ultracold ensemble of 87Rb atoms into novel
optical trap geometries using a phase-only liquid crystal spatial light modulator (LC SLM)
for applications to atomtronics and quantum simulation. Details of a double vacuum
chamber apparatus, designed to produce the first Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) at St
Andrews, are provided. The setup incorporates a hybrid trap evaporative cooling scheme
towards quantum degeneracy and reliably produces BECs of 1.9×105 87Rb atoms. Two
computational techniques, developed during the course of this project, are presented with
the aim of creating flexible, smooth holographic optical traps. The first method illuminates
a single SLM with overlapped, co-propagating light beams of different wavelengths to create
a composite optical pattern for atom manipulation. The second uses conjugate gradient
minimisation to create exceptionally high fidelity light patterns in both amplitude and
phase for light in the output plane. These techniques, combined with the implementation
of a light sheet into the experimental setup, are used to trap atoms in both a ring profile
and in a set of narrow waveguides connected with a tunnelling barrier.
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A Bose-Einstein Condensate (BEC) is a state of matter that exhibits quantum phenomena
on a macroscopic scale, observed when particles with integer spin (bosons) accumulate in
the lowest quantum mechanical energy state, at which point they begin to behave as a
collective ensemble. Ever since the initial groundbreaking experimental realisation of a
BEC in 1995 achieved using rubidium [1], and closely followed by sodium [2], lithium [3]
and hydrogen [4], progress in the field of so-called ultracold atoms has developed rapidly,
continually pushing the boundaries on the degree of flexibility and control one can exert in
such experiments. BEC formation is not just limited to cold atomic gases, either - it has
also been observed in exciton polaritons [5], quasi-equilibrium magnons [6] and photons
[7]. Despite the prediction of such a quantum-statistical phase transition being made as
early as 1925 [8, 9, 10, 11], it took many decades for the now well-established experimental
techniques of laser cooling and evaporative cooling of alkali atoms to be realised. However,
it took only one year to move from the first observations of evaporative cooling in alkalis to
BEC formation. Nowadays, BECs are routinely created in labs around the world. In this
section, a brief guide to BEC production is provided, but a more comprehensive review
can be found in [12].
As the temperature T of an ensemble of non-interacting, indistinguishable particles
decreases, the average number of particles occupying a certain energy level will be dictated
by the fundamental nature of the particles themselves - Bose-Einstein statistics for bosonic
atoms and Fermi-Dirac statistics for fermions. For the case of bosons, the Bose-Einstein





where µ is the chemical potential of the system and β = 1/kBT . Bosons are gregarious
particles capable of multiple occupation of the same quantum state, and so as the tem-
1
1.1. BOSE-EINSTEIN CONDENSATION 2
perature approaches absolute zero, the particles condense into the lowest energy state and
undergo a phase transition into the quantum degenerate BEC. The BEC is based on the
indistinguishability and wave nature of the particles involved, and in a simplified picture,








of the individual particles (of mass m) becomes comparable to the interatomic separation.
At this point, the indistinguishability of the particles becomes important and a coherent
cloud of atoms begins to form when the temperature of the gas has been reduced and
additionally the density has been increased. Condensation occurs when the phase space
density nλ3dB ≥ 2.612, where n is the peak number density.
Realising a suitably cold and dense atomic cloud requires some care - high densities
are desired but due to interactions being present in reality, inelastic two- and three-body
collisions can negatively impact the route to BEC. If the density of the cloud must be
lessened to avoid these so-called ‘bad collisions’ then correspondingly the temperature of
the ensemble is usually required to be in the sub-microkelvin range. The pathway to
BEC then necessarily describes the route to achieving such low temperatures and high
densities in a dilute atomic vapour. The cornerstone of the majority of BEC experiments
is the magneto-optical trap (MOT), first realised in 1987 [13] as a technique to confine and
cool neutral sodium atoms via radiation pressure (a more in-depth description of the laser
cooling and trapping process can be found in [14]). Nowadays, the MOT is recognised as
one of the most effective methods of cooling neutral atoms, with the combined optical and
magnetic fields able to create clouds of cold atoms below the 1mK temperature range.
However, the laser cooling process that takes place at the centre of the MOT has a
fundamental practical limit, imposed by inelastic, light-induced collisions that lead to atom
loss, as well as absorption from scattered laser light that lessens the density achievable due
to the outward pressure. As such, despite providing an increase in the phase space density of
about six orders of magnitude, the atoms are neither cold nor dense enough to condense. In
1990, evaporative cooling of alkali atoms was suggested as the answer to increase the phase
space density further as it removes the density-limiting interactions with light. Taking
place in a purely conservative potential, the cloud is compressed to achieve high densities
and elastic collision rates for rethermalisation, while the hottest proportion of the atoms
are expelled from the trap. This selective removal can be done in numerous ways - in 1994,
rf-induced evaporation of alkali atoms in a magnetic trap was demonstrated [15, 16], and
just a year later came the observations of BEC. The signature of the BEC was detected by
the presence of a bimodal momentum distribution via absorption imaging: a narrow peak
centred at zero velocity superimposed on the broad, non-condensed thermal fraction of the
cloud.
In the time since, the field has grown rapidly; not just with the extraordinary array of
experiments performed using quantum degenerate gases, but also exploring more versatile
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and flexible approaches to BEC production. Despite the limitations of typical MOTs,
there has been recent progress in achieving quantum degeneracy using laser cooling alone,
either using the favourable narrow transition linewidth of strontium [17] or by greatly
reducing the amount of light-induced atomic losses [18]. Evaporative cooling performed in
a conservative optical trap has been demonstrated [19] - optical evaporation can offer the
advantages of spin-state independent trapping and potentially tighter confinement than
some magnetic traps. However, sufficiently deep optical traps in which to capture laser
cooled atoms often requires unreasonably high laser powers, and so hybrid trap designs
that benefit from the advantages of each while eliminating their individual weaknesses can
be employed [20].
A fast and reliable BEC production is the first step for performing a huge array of
fascinating experiments outlined briefly below. In some of the earliest experiments, Bose
condensed atoms were made to interfere and were shown to have long-range coherence in an
interferometry setup [21]. Ultracold atoms also provide a highly controlled environment for
quantum simulation, such as observation of the quantum phase transition from a superfluid
to a Mott insulator [22]. Additionally, the study of the collective excitations of certain
quantum gases has allowed measurements of the speed of sound [23], and the creation of
vortices [24, 25] within BECs to further understand superfluidity.
Such experiments demonstrating the quantum nature of the BEC, as well as the high
degree of control and precision that can be achieved, means that there is an ever-increasing
emphasis on experiments displaying increased flexibility and versatility in view of applica-
tions to quantum instruments and sensors. The work in this thesis has concentrated on
two main areas: one is the construction of a compact cold atoms apparatus for pedagogical
and public engagement purposes, with a view of demonstrating some of the underlying
physics in an accessible manner. The other focus is on investigations of trap geometry in a
cold atoms experiment with applications to quantum simulation and atomtronics in mind.
For this reason, what follows is a review of possible methods available for the trapping and
manipulation of ultracold atoms, as well as some of the recent developments achieved for
the purposes of miniaturising atom-based measurement systems.
1.2 Techniques for the Trapping and Manipulation of Ultra-
cold Atoms
The ability to dynamically manipulate, for example, the atom number, temperature, in-
teraction strength or trap geometry in an ultracold atoms experiment whilst being able
to monitor the behaviour of the atoms is the subject of much current research. Much
emphasis is placed on designing versatile and flexible setups that provide a highly sensitive
and controllable testing ground with future applications in mind.
The trapping of cold atoms is achieved using either laser light or magnetic fields (or
a combination), taking place inside a high vacuum to ensure isolation from sources of
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heating. Both cases rely on the lowering of the atomic ground state in the presence of
either a magnetic or optical potential - magnetic trapping requires a strong magnetic
moment (atoms with an unpaired electron) while optical trapping is possible due to the
AC Stark shift for far-detuned light.
Magnetic trapping is achieved by utilising the interaction of the atom’s magnetic mo-
ment with an externally applied magnetic field. Trapping of atoms in this way is however
dependent on the mF state of the atom, resulting in atoms either being high-field seekers
or low-field seekers in their efforts to minimise their energy. For low-field seeking atoms,
the minimum is located at the magnetic field zero created at the midpoint between a pair
of coils constructed in the anti-Helmzholtz setup. In order to mitigate the Majorana loss
mechanism at the trap centre (where spin-flips to a high-field seeking state can occur for the
coldest proportion of atoms due to the degeneracy of the mF states at zero field), flexible
magnetic trap geometries include time-averaged magnetic fields [26], Ioffe-Pritchard traps
[27, 28] or plugged quadrupole traps [2]. Time-averaged orbiting potential (TOP) traps add
a changing bias field to shift the location of the field zero at a faster rate than the atoms can
respond. Further geometries are possible by applying RF radiation to a conventional TOP
trap and producing a time-averaged adiabatic potential (TAAP) trap; geometries include
double-well potentials [29] and ring traps [30, 31], as well as the trapping and rotation of
a BEC in such a potential [32]. Restrictions regarding the size and placement of coils of
wire or permanent magnets to create the magnetic field can be circumvented with so-called
atom chips (reviewed in [33]). The atom chip allows the trapping, cooling and manipu-
lation of cold atom experiments within a miniaturised, integrated setup. First realised at
the turn of the century [34, 35, 36], with the first BECs on atom chips following shortly
after [37, 38], the setup allows for different magnetic field geometries through differing wire
configurations on the surface of a substrate.
The striking level of control that can be exerted on cold atoms is further enhanced when
using optical trapping, due to the wide variety of techniques capable of manipulating laser
light. Optical lattices, created by the interference between two or more counter-propagating
laser beams, are periodic potentials in one, two, or three dimensions in which the lattice
depth and dimension [39, 22] can be varied in order to engineer different environments in
the field of quantum simulation. More complex lattice geometries have been realised, such
as a checkerboard pattern [40] or honeycomb structure [41].
Such a repeating, periodic lattice structure provides a flexible and controllable envi-
ronment for experiments on quantum simulation. Bosonic atoms confined in a Hubbard
regime optical lattice [42, 22] are an excellent tool for the probing of quantum phase transi-
tions - that is, a phase transition governed purely by the quantum fluctuations present in a
system at absolute zero temperature. The most prominent and well-known quantum phase
transition is that between a superfluid and a Mott insulator - ultracold bosonic atoms in
an optical lattice undergo such a transition when the relative strength between the kinetic
energy and interaction energy is varied across a critical point. Atoms in the Mott insulator
phase lose any long-range coherence or phase between different lattice sites that they had
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in the superfluid phase, opening up an avenue towards further quantum control.
The use of cold atoms as an engineering tool for quantum simulation is not only lim-
ited to bosons, either - fermions, despite the Pauli exclusion principle prohibiting multiple
occupation of any quantum mechanical state, can still be cooled to a degenerate fermi gas
(DFG) with the states instead filled sequentially upward from the ground state. Such a
condensed system of fermionic atoms is also a convenient exploration tool for quantum
many-body physics within an optical lattice structure [43, 44, 45]. The quantum simula-
tions performed in this way rely on the macroscopic properties of the condensed atoms such
as coherence. The ability to address individual atoms or lattice sites, however, is key in the
realm of quantum computation and information - the individual atoms act as qubits in a
highly controlled quantum information system. For many years, there existed a significant
disconnect between the two approaches, until the demonstration of the so-called quantum
gas microscope in 2009. The device, based on exceptionally high resolution and sensitivity,
bridges the gap by individually detecting atoms of a macroscopic ensemble within the lattice
sites of an optical lattice. The quantum gas microscope has been utilised for both bosonic
[46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51] and, roughly six years later, for fermionic atoms [52, 53, 54, 55, 56]
and provides an excellent testing ground for both gaining insight into many-body quantum
systems and as a simulation for complicated condensed matter systems.
An alternative to creating a standing wave structure is to use an acousto-optic deflector
(AOD) to create a rapidly-scanning laser beam that then ‘paints’ a time-averaged optical
dipole potential that the atoms experience (Figure 1.1a). This method has been shown to
create BECs in a variety of geometries, including toroids, ring lattices and square lattices
[57] (Figure 1.1(b)-(e)), as well as smooth, larger radius ring traps [58]. Use of an AOD can
lift the self-imposed limits of magnetic trapping and create fully arbitrary and dynamic
optical potentials. An AOD operates by creating a periodically changing refractive index in
an optically transparent material, created by a propagating sound wave from one end to the
other. The resulting refractive index modulation causes an incident laser beam to diffract,
with fine control of the frequency of the sound wave able to alter the angle of diffraction
of the diffracted orders and providing a scanning laser output. The response time of the
AOD is fast (about 1µs) [57], faster than the radial trapping frequency of the time-averaged
optical potential (about 1kHz). The optical potentials are painted on top of a light sheet
that provides confinement perpendicular to the axis of the focused laser beam. Dynamic
manipulation of the atoms is also possible using this method, with a toroidal condensate
being transformed into a ring lattice and back again. Applications of this method to
atomtronics have been realised in [59], where the rapidly-scanning laser beam is used to
create a pair of Josephson junctions for the cold atom analogue of the superconducting
quantum interference device (SQUID). However, a limiting factor regarding this technique
is there is an upper bound on the complexity of the optical pattern to be generated - very
intricate patterns mean that the laser beam may not be able to scan the entire pattern
before the atoms detect a local change in the potential.
Spatial modulation of an input light field is another method of manipulating laser light
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that results in many trapping potentials. Amplitude modulation can be achieved using a
digital micromirror device (DMD) [60], which consists of a large array of tiny, individually
configurable micromirrors that can each be configured to either reflect or block the light at
their location. As such, the amplitude of an input light field can be modified using a precise
setup to create a target light profile which can then be projected onto the atoms (Figure
1.1f). A typical DMD contains up to millions of these individually addressable mirrors
with a pitch of about 10.8µm, with fast refresh rates on the order of 20kHz [61]. Some of
the patterns demonstrated with the DMD include the trapping of BECs in both discrete
and continuous ring patterns (Figure 1.1g), as well as a checkerboard pattern [61, 62].
Amplitude modulation is necessarily a lossy and inefficient process as unused light is
redirected away from the atoms. Spatial phase modulation of the input light field is an
alternative method that can improve the efficiency. Most commonly, the phase modula-
tion routine creates specific light profiles at the position of the atoms via diffraction and
as such usually requires some computational modelling to figure out the best phase mask
that will best reproduce the target optical potential. A device that can achieve this phase
modulation is a spatial light modulator (SLM) (Figure 1.1i) operating in phase-only mod-
ulation. Amplitude modulation is also possible [63] (Figure 1.1j), in which case the SLM
acts similar to the DMD and adjusts the intensity of an incoming light field. A typical
SLM consists of an array of liquid crystal (LC) pixels that are birefringent - varying the
orientation of the LC pixels modifies the refractive index and thus the amount of phase
retardation imparted to the part of the light beam passing through a given pixel. Changing
the orientation is achieved by applying a voltage to the pixel electrode at the back of the
device using computer control. The result is a variable phase mask that can be applied to
an incident laser beam.
SLM devices tend to suffer from slow refresh rates compared to AOD or DMD devices
- faster models (based on ferroelectric liquid crystal materials) are capable of refresh rates
in the kHz regime, but this comes at the cost of restricting oneself to binary phase modu-
lation. Nematic liquid crystal devices only offer refresh rates around 10-100 Hz, but offer
significantly more levels of phase modulation. Nematic LC devices, having the slower re-
fresh rates, mean that dynamic manipulation of cold atoms is difficult for such low refresh
rates - although there has been more progress recently for developing nematic LC SLMs
with response times between 3-6ms (see e.g. Meadowlark). However, the ferroelectric
version has been shown to be capable of dynamic manipulation of a BEC at rates of up
to 1kHz [64] (Figure 1.1k). Additionally, various proposals exist for utilising an SLM to
generate suitable optical traps for cold atom experiments, including microtrap arrays for
single atoms [65, 66], an optical ferris wheel with MHz-frequency rotation [67], smooth ring
traps for superfluidity studies [68], power-law traps for more efficient evaporative cooling
[69] and the use of feedback to correct for aberrations in the generated optical traps [70].
The SLM therefore has the potential to play a pivotal role moving forward for the
production and manipulation of ultracold atoms. As an example, a proposal towards
the goal of ultracold atomic gas analogues of electronic circuits, or “atomtronics”, is the
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creation of a ring trap for investigations of superfluidity using a single phase-only SLM
[68]. The ring in this case is holographically generated and contains two bright spots
of high intensity to perform the “stirring” action of inducing a rotation. Dynamically
changing the phase pattern on the SLM such that the two spots rotate around the ring is
proposed to induce superflow in the atoms - once achieved, the bright spots can be gradually
eliminated, leaving a uniform ring. Such experiments could provide great progress in the
realisation of the atomic-gas analogue of the DC superconducting quantum interference
device (SQUID). A further example is a proposal for using the SLM as an alternative,
efficient evaporation scheme towards quantum degeneracy [69]. Instead of performing the
usual optical evaporation sequence in a focused optical dipole trap, which suffers from
reduced trap frequencies during the evaporation sequence and therefore limiting the density,
evaporation could be performed in a power-law trap of order 2 designed such that the
elastic collision rate is kept constant, followed by adiabatically and reversibly reducing the
trap order to 0.5 to cross the BEC transition point [71]. Another proposal of interest is
a planned solid state system simulation of the topological Kondo effect with Majorana
fermions. Topological quantum computing is a much sought after goal within condensed
matter physics - by taking advantage of the topological nature of a system, topological
qubits could provide more robustness against decoherence arising from interactions with
the external environment. One such topological qubit is the Majorana-Coulomb box: a
solid state system consisting of a central superconducting island with one-dimensional
wires connected in a star-geometry, with Majorana fermions located at the ends of the
wires. However, experimental realisation of such a complex solid state system has not
been achieved to date. Recently, however, an analogous system which results in the same
class of Hamiltonian has been proposed in [72] - using ultracold atoms that are confined
to one-dimensional guides and with a junction or tunnelling barrier in the centre. Such
a system is more immediately achievable compared to the experimental construction of
the Majorana-Coulomb box itself, and therefore could provide a great deal of insight into
the physics of the topological Kondo effect and, subsequently, for future progress towards
topological quantum computing.
In conclusion, the SLM already shows promise as a device that is capable of generating
arbitrary, smooth optical potentials for ultracold atomic experiments. As such, further
developments regarding the level of control and versatility that can be exerted on the
atoms through the use of an SLM is particularly appealing.
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Figure 1.1: a) Experimental setup for a scanning laser beam created using an AOD; b)-e)
Absorption images of atoms trapped using the painted potential of a torus, diamond, ring
of ten spots, and a 3×3 lattice with defects, respectively. Figures from [57]; f) A DMD
operates by projecting an image of a desired trapping potential onto the atoms; g)-h) Pro-
jected light pattern (left) and atomic density (right) for ring lattice and artistic impressions
of Bose and Einstein respectively [61]; i) An SLM modulates either the amplitude or phase
of an incoming beam; j) Target profile (left) and atomic density (right) for a kiwi bird trap-
ping potential using amplitude modulation of an SLM [63]; k) Splitting of a BEC using
phase modulation of a ferroelectric SLM [64].
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1.3 Compact Cold Atom Systems
Due to their complexity, it is hard to imagine the first groundbreaking experiments that
used cold atoms as a tool for investigations of fundamental physics being turned into com-
mercially available devices to be used by non-specialists. However, within the cold atoms
community, there is an increasing emphasis on translating the major lab-based experiments
on cold atoms into practical devices for sensing and metrology. The apparatus used for
the production and manipulation of ultracold atoms therefore benefits from the miniatur-
isation and compactness that allows this to be possible, with emphasis on simplfying and
reducing the size of cold atom setups. This has a major benefit not just for the real-world
applications mentioned above, but also from a pedagogical viewpoint - being able to show-
case the underlying principles of cold atom physics in an accessible way is useful for both
undergraduate teaching and public engagement.
Currently, atom interferometers and atomic clocks are beginning to be available as in-
tegrated packages to be used either for industrial ground-based applications, but also as
future instruments for precision measurements performed in space [73, 74]. One downside
of earth-based cold atoms experiments is that gravity limits the maximum time-of-flight
(TOF) of the clouds; knowing that the sensitivity of a sensor based on an atom interfer-
ometer increases with the square of the time the atoms spend in the interferometer [75],
then the appeal of microgravity experiments is clear. Examples of experiments simulating
the zero-g conditions of space are the creation of magneto-optically cooled atoms in mi-
crogravity using the drop tower in Bremen [76], the first BECs prepared in microgravity
[77, 78], as well as plans for dual-species atom interferometers [79, 80] in such conditions.
Typical lab-based cold atoms experiments are often large and bulky (Figure 1.2a). The
previously mentioned atom chip is an example of a compact technology that is capable of
trapping and detecting ultracold atoms within an integrated package (Figure 1.2b). Atom
chips allow for a fully integrated cold atoms experiment to be established in a portable
package for applications such as clocks and magnetometers. Additionally, the realisation
of the BEC using the atom chip opens up the realm of quantum behaviour in such setups.
However, use of an atom chip is just one step towards fully integrated, cold atom technology
- miniaturisation of the surrounding apparatus, including the vacuum system, pumps, and
laser optics, is essential, and much emphasis is on manufacturing completely scaled-down
systems [81].
The necessary laser cooling stage of a cold atoms experiment is one area in which
miniaturisation would benefit - being able to produce a cloud of laser cooled atoms without
the somewhat bulky six-beam laser setup (Figure 1.2c) would be very beneficial. In this
regard, there has been a great deal of advances that offer this. One of these, a pyramidal
MOT, produces the necessary cooling beams from a pyramidal reflector [82, 83, 84] and
offers the advantage of creating a cooling volume from just a single circularly-polarised
input laser beam, significantly simplifying the total optics and alignment needed (Figure
1.2d). Pyramidal reflectors have been integrated into the atom chip [84, 86]; however, the
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number of atoms captured and cooled is less than 7×103, which is much too low a number
to continue towards quantum degenerate effects. Additionally, in such setups the atom
cloud is hard to access as it is trapped below the chip surface. A tetrahedral geometry can
help to alleviate the negative features of the pyramidal MOT [87].
An alternative technique to produce an optical molasses from just a single input beam
is through the use of diffraction gratings. Such a microfabricated chip has a diffraction
pattern etched onto the surface and forms a cooling volume from the overlap of the initial
input beam with the diffracted orders (Figure 1.2e). Usually referred to as the grating
MOT or GMOT [88, 89, 90, 91, 92], as many as 6×107 atoms can be captured and cooled
using the balanced radiation pressure between the input beam and the diffracted orders
generated from the grating surface. Such an integrated and compact setup offers a wide
range of applications for quantum sensing and metrology due to its drastically reduced
spatial scale and alignment requirements compared to a six-beam MOT.
Another aspect of laser cooling that often contributes to a larger scale apparatus is that
the alkali atoms necessarily require two laser frequencies for the cooling and repumping
processes to address the two hyperfine ground states (which have a large separation of
multiple GHz). The use of a second laser to pump atoms back into the cooling cycle is
commonplace in many labs, but for a more compact setup the additional alignment, optics
and electronics tends to add to the overall bulk and expense of the apparatus. As such,
techniques to modify the laser output such that both the cooling and repumper roles can
be accomplished using just a single laser are very appealing. Fortunately, the amount
of laser power needed to perform the repumping role is usually very low (at least for
atoms such as Rb and Cs), often only a small percentage of the total laser cooling power.
An alternative then is to induce sidebands on the single cooling laser at the frequency
needed for repumping, either through direct modulation of the laser current in a laser
diode [93, 94] or using an external modulator [95, 96] for direct imprinting of frequency
sidebands, producing a cloud of cold atoms in a compact and inexpensive manner.
Other methods of stabilising the laser frequency to an atomic transition could prove
valuable when performing cold atoms experiments outside of a controlled lab environment.
The standard saturated absorption spectroscopy lock is a relatively simple and popular
method in many labs, but other techniques may prove more advantageous outside the
lab. Other laser locking techniques include the dichroic atomic vapour laser lock (DAVLL)
[97, 98, 99], frequency modulation spectroscopy [100] or modulation transfer spectroscopy
[101, 102, 103]. A more unique method is harnessing the speckle pattern originating from
the numerous scattering and interference effects from light propagating in a disordered
medium [104]. Capable of stabilizing an external cavity diode laser to provide a narrow
linewidth output below 1MHz, this technique also has the advantage of not relying on
the atomic spectroscopy itself for locking, as well as the capability to lock at any desired
wavelength.
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Figure 1.2: a) Model of a full-scale double vacuum chamber cold atoms experiment, in-
cluding loading and experiment chambers, pumps and dispensers; b) Atom chips offer the
trapping and cooling of an atomic ensemble in a significantly more compact setup [38];
c) The standard six-beam MOT is often bulky and covers a large spatial area; d) The
pyramidal MOT is an example of a compact laser cooling scheme which forms an optical
molasses from a single input beam [85]; e) A more recent example of compact laser cooling
is the grating chip MOT or GMOT [88].
With the recent emphasis on quantum technologies it is only natural to create exposure
to both undergraduate students and the general public about the physics that underpins
such experiments. The ability to take a transportable apparatus outside of the lab and
display it at outreach events acts as an introduction to the physics for a new generation
to potentially generate interest, as well as exemplifying the exciting principles that leads
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to the creation of a cloud of atoms with a temperature that is a fraction of a degree above
absolute zero. Additionally, a cold atoms experiment that is available to undergraduate
students in the teaching lab helps to reinforce the quantum physics ideas that are a large
part of many lecture programs. Such a practical experience consisting of aligning laser
beams, searching for spectroscopy signals and acquiring some quantifiable data about the
MOT is again good exposure to have at any stage of an undergraduate degree and gives a
valuable insight into what experimental cold atoms physics is like.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The remainder of this thesis is outlined as follows. Chapter 2 details the design and con-
struction of a compact, robust cold atoms apparatus for teaching and outreach. With much
demand placed on creating portable cold atom sensing devices, this project was constructed
to enable the demonstration of some of the underlying principles of the MOT in an acces-
sible learning environment for students and the general public alike. The vacuum chamber
construction and bakeout was done collaboratively with Andrew Morgan, an MPhys stu-
dent who worked on the portable MOT as part of his project. The outreach demonstrations
were done in collaboration with Dr Paul Griffin of the University of Strathclyde. Setup
and optimisation of the MOT as a teaching lab experiment, including the DAVLL setup
and integration of the sidebands electronics, was primarily work carried out by myself.
Chapter 3 describes our experimental work in creating the first BECs seen at St An-
drews using a double vacuum chamber design. This work was carried out in collaboration
with Dr David Bowman and Dr Graham Bruce. My own contribution primarily focused on
the integration of the computer control of the experiment with Labview, improvement of
the MOT, radio-frequency evaporation and optical trap transfer stages, and optimisation
of the phase-space density of the atomic cloud near the BEC transition temperature.
Chapter 4 contains two parts - the first half describes the methods by which phase-only
SLMs are used to produce holographic optical potentials suitable for cold atom trapping,
while the second half describes the experimental results of loading cold atoms into a variety
of flexible geometries with applications to quantum simulation and atomtronics in mind.
For the multi-wavelength holography work, my contribution involved optimisation of the
Matlab codes for individual wavelengths of light, including work improving a feedback
mechanism that aims to improve the experimental light outputs. For the high fidelity
phase and amplitude light profiles based on conjugate gradient minimisation, my focus
was on the choice of cost function and how it can be appropriately modified to include the
phase of the light. Experimentally, the trapping of cold atoms using holographic optical
traps in combination with the light sheet was achieved primarily by myself.
Chapter 5 summaries the main results and looks to the near-future steps that are
planned for both the compact MOT setup and the main holographic trap experiment.
Chapter 2
Construction of a Compact,
Portable MOT for Outreach and
Teaching
2.1 Motivation
With such an emphasis on miniaturising atomic metrology and sensing setups, fully in-
tegrated devices are naturally incentivised. With this view in mind, we have designed
and built a compact, portable MOT apparatus with the intention of demonstrating cold
atom trapping at various outreach events and as part of an undergraduate laboratory ex-
periment. While the setup we have built is not fully integrated, it serves as a simple,
affordable and easy to transport apparatus that has been used both for public engagement
and as part of the school’s teaching program. The main experimental components fit onto
two individual breadboards measuring roughly 45×45 cm, with the vacuum chamber be-
ing one of the most compact setups possible that can be constructed out of commercially
available components. One advantage of the fact that this setup is not fully integrated into
a readily-deployable device is that, from a pedagogical viewpoint, the lack of integration
offers more benefits to both the general public and to students in that they are more able
to visualise the underlying physical principles of the operation of the MOT.
In this chapter, we report on the details towards building this compact, portable MOT,
the public engagement events we attended demonstrating this apparatus, and the future
ideas that are planned to be implemented.
2.2 Vacuum Chamber Design and Build
Efficient laser cooling of an atomic gas requires complete isolation from any possible sources
of heating that would counteract the cooling process. For this reason, the portable MOT
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requires a high vacuum chamber to be built, which reduces collisions with background
gases that would lower the MOT lifetime. Our vacuum system is designed around a Pyrex
glass cell, measuring 70×22×22 mm (with 3mm wall thickness) to allow for good optical
access whilst still resulting in a compact apparatus. The glass cell is connected via a conflat
(CF40) flange, with M6 screw holes, to the remainder of the vacuum chamber apparatus
(Figure 2.1), which is based around a stainless steel cube of side length 7cm. Each face
of the cube has a CF compatible vacuum flange, onto which the remaining components
are attached, consisting of two rubidium dispensing getters, a Gamma Vacuums 3S-DI ion
pump and a valve connection that is used when performing the bakeout procedure and
is closed shut otherwise. The rubidium dispensers (SAES) are located below the joining
“tee” structure in this setup - when a current is passed through the electrical feedthroughs
located outside and underneath the vacuum chamber, gaseous rubidium is released into the
vacuum to be captured by the MOT. Once the bakeout procedure has reduced the pressure
substantially, the ion pump is turned on and remains on, which maintains the vacuum in
the chamber (usually at around 10−7mbar).
To achieve the necessary low pressure in our vacuum system, the following steps were
taken:
• cleaning the main components involved,
• building the chamber,
• connecting the turbo pump and performing a bakeout,
• degassing the dispensers,
• initialising the ion pump,
• reducing the temperature, disconnecting the turbo pump and shutting off the closing
valve to maintain the vacuum.
All components used in the setup are first cleaned with isopropanol to avoid any con-
tamination, after which the vacuum chamber system is put together. The turbo pump is
connected via the valve shown in Figure 2.1, and is used as the initial pumping-out mecha-
nism. This pumping out procedure is performed at high temperatures to ensure substances
are released from the walls of the interior of the chamber. To achieve the high tempera-
tures necessary in the bakeout procedure, the entire apparatus in Figure 2.1 is wrapped
in resistive tape heaters and covered in tin foil to keep the heat in. Variacs were used to
slowly increase the temperature of the apparatus, ensuring roughly uniform heat distribu-
tion, until the temperature reached approximately 200◦C (monitored using thermocouples
placed at various point of the apparatus). As the chamber was kept at this temperature
the turbo pump pumped out the chamber - this process lasted about 12 full days, and the
pressure was monitored using an ion gauge. During the bakeout procedure, the rubidium
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dispensers were turned on at a current of roughly 3A in order to degas the dispensers into
the chamber during the bakeout.
Figure 2.1: Top-down drawing and photograph of the compact vacuum chamber used for
the portable MOT experiment. The rubidium dispensers are located at the bottom of the
apparatus and they are visible through the viewport placed at the top. The photograph
taken here of the chamber is after the various optics for the MOT are in place.
After the pressure was measured to drop to around 5×10−8mbar, the temperature was
slowly reduced over the next couple of days to bring the chamber back down to room
temperature, after which the foil and resistive tape heaters are removed. After the valve
is closed to seal the vacuum, the turbo pump is turned off and removed and the ion pump
remains on from this point to maintain the vacuum. The Gamma Vacuums ion pump
chosen for the portable MOT has a controller with a display that can be used to monitor
the pressure to ensure the chamber is not flooded with rubidium.
2.3 Laser System
The portable MOT is designed for the trapping and cooling of 85Rb. Laser cooling is
performed by cycling atoms on a specific transition, which for 85Rb is the D2 line depicted
in Figure 2.2; specifically, the cooling process cycles atoms between the F=3 hyperfine
ground state and the F’=4 hyperfine excited state of the D2 line.
The D2 line has a transition wavelength at 780nm, meaning semiconductor laser diodes
are readily available as a device for laser cooling. Unfortunately, the linewidth of such a
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laser if used on its own far exceeds the natural linewidth of the 85Rb D2 line (which is
roughly 2π×6.1 MHz) - this broad linewidth would result in other, unwanted excitations
being stimulated. We therefore use an external cavity diode laser (ECDL), capable of
producing laser light with a linewidth of less than 1MHz, which is much more suitable
for this application. A piezo-electric transducer is also placed at one end of the cavity
- applying a voltage to the piezo element causes an extension which changes the cavity
length and therefore the output laser frequency. Rapidly scanning the cavity length, and
therefore the output laser frequency, is essential for the spectroscopy processes described
later.
Figure 2.2: 85Rb D2 Line, showing the cooling and repumper transitions and the approxi-
mate hyperfine spacings.
The laser mount itself is a TUI DL100 mount previously used as part of the school’s
undergraduate laboratory program. The laser diode is a Thorlabs LD 785 diode, capable
of producing up to 45mW of optical power. An optical isolator placed at the output of the
laser prevents optical feedback back into the laser diode.
The hyperfine transitions of the D2 line are probed using saturated absorption spec-
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troscopy. Frequency stabilisation of the laser is necessary in order to keep the laser resonant
with the cooling transition, which therefore requires locking the laser frequency to a spe-
cific hyperfine transition. Saturated absorption spectroscopy is used as part of the locking
process for the portable MOT in order to identify the individual hyperfine transitions. A
simple absorption spectroscopy signal, with just a single probe beam shone through an
atomic vapour in a glass cell and using the piezo to create a rapid scan of the output
laser frequency, shows an extremely broad Doppler absorption profile due to the thermal
motion of the atoms causing absorption of the probe beam to occur over a wide range of
frequencies. The saturated absorption spectroscopy technique improves on this by using a
second, weak probe beam of the same frequency and counter-propagating to a strong pump
beam. The strong pump beam saturates the transition for the set of atoms it interacts
with. The secondary probe beam, travelling in the opposite direction, will interact with
the same set of atoms only if their velocity vectors are orthogonal to the beam propagation
i.e. those atoms in which no Doppler effect is present. Since the transitions have been
saturated by the strong pump beam, there will therefore be less absorption recorded at the
transition frequencies, which correspondingly show up as narrow peaks appearing on top
of the underlying Doppler broadened spectrum (Figure 2.3).
Figure 2.3: Saturated absorption spectrum of the 85Rb cooling transition, indicating the
transition lockpoint used in the experiment. The absorption spectrum shows both the real
hyperfine transitions and also the crossover transitions.
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Two different types of narrow transmission peaks can be seen on the trace of Figure 2.3.
The first type is that of the real hyperfine transition, such as the leftmost peak in Figure 2.3.
This peak corresponds to the transition between the F=3 hyperfine ground state and the
F’=4 hyperfine excited state in Figure 2.2, and it is this peak that is used as our reference
point when we wish to lock our laser frequency (see section 2.4). In this case, both the
strong pump beam and weaker probe beam are resonant with this particular transition and
address atoms whose motion is perpendicular to the laser beam propagation. The second
type of peak is what is known as a crossover transition, which for example corresponds to
the (larger) peak just to the right of the lockpoint in Figure 2.3. A crossover transition
is not a real hyperfine transition of the atom, but rather occurs when the laser frequency
ends up exactly halfway between two real transitions. For example, for the aforementioned
crossover peak, it is a result of the laser frequency lying halfway between the F=3 to F’=4
transition and the F=3 to F’=3 transition. When this happens, there exists a velocity class
for which the pump beam is resonant with one of the transitions, and the probe beam is
resonant with the other. Since the ground state population is depleted because of the pump
beam saturation, a reduction in the absorption of the light is still detected even though
it is not indicative of a real hyperfine transition. Additionally, since this scenario affects
two atomic velocity classes, the ground state population is even more depleted compared
to a real hyperfine transition, which is why crossover transitions typically have greater
transmission compared to the real transitions.
In the majority of lab environments, when wanting to lock the laser to a specific tran-
sition, the signal (such as that seen in Figure 2.3) can be differentiated to obtain an error
signal that can then be used to lock the laser. The error signal obtained in this way,
however, typically has a rather small recapture range (tens of MHz), which gives adequate
stability in a controlled lab environment but may struggle if the portable MOT is being
used for outreach where more significant perturbations may be present. For this reason,
we have chosen to set up an alternative method of locking the laser that is more robust
and stable in an external environment.
2.4 Dichroic Atomic Vapour Laser Locking
To produce a more stable laser lock, we use the Dichroic Atomic Vapour Laser Lock
(DAVLL) system [97]. The optical setup for the dichroic atomic vapour laser lock is shown
in Figure 2.4. It works by utilising the Zeeman shift of the atomic sub-levels when a glass
cell with rubidium vapour is placed in a weak (about 100G) longitudinal magnetic field -
the resulting magnetic field lifts the degeneracy of the Zeeman sub-levels.
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Figure 2.4: Setup used for the DAVLL mechanism. A small amount of power is split off
for the spectroscopy. The glass cell containing rubidium vapour is placed in a longitudinal
magnetic field, which we create using two permanent ring-shaped magnets. The differential
photodiode subtracts one signal from the other and outputs this to the scope.
Linearly polarised light, which can be thought of as consisting of an equal superposition
of right and left circularly polarised light, is then incident on the cell. Selection rules govern
that the right and left circularly polarised light stimulate different transitions, with σ+
light stimulating a transition that results in an mF change of +1, while σ
− light stimulates
a transition that results in an mF change of -1. This means that the usual Doppler-
broadened absorption spectrum recorded with a photodiode will shift to higher and lower
central frequencies for right and left circularly polarised light respectively compared to the
Doppler-broadened absorption spectrum seen without any magnetic field present.
To accomplish this, we use two ring-shaped permanent magnets placed either side of the
glass cell. This results in a longitudinal magnetic field measured to be ∼120G. Pure linear
polarisation is achieved using a PBS, and the individual circular polarisations are separated
by using a quarter waveplate and PBS placed after the glass cell. A differential photodiode
is then used to subtract one signal from the other which generates the antisymmetric error
signal. The absorption profiles taken using our DAVLL setup are shown in Figure 2.5.
Each port of the differential photodiode can be blocked in order to obtain the absorption
profile corresponding to one circular polarisation and then the other; when both ports are
unblocked, the difference signal is obtained.
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Figure 2.5: Plots showing the origin of the DAVLL signal for the 85Rb F=3 → F’ transi-
tions (red trace in each plot is the saturated absorption spectrum for the aforementioned
transition). The absorption profiles for the DAVLL signals are the blue traces, showing the
absorption profile in the presence of a weak longitudinal magnetic field for (a) σ+ light, (b)
σ− light and (c) the resulting error signal obtained from subtraction of the two profiles.
The absorption profile in (b) has the inversion built into the differential photodiode, which
is why the signal is inverted. The error signal in (c) has a zero crossing at the position of
the cooling transition.
The current supplied to the laser diode, the temperature of the diode and the ramp
generator for the piezo element all have separate panels that are powered off a main rack
which is part of the TUI DL100 laser system (Toptica DL100 Supply Rack DC 110). The
rack has additional spaces which allows additional panels to be added and powered as well,
which is what we make use of when it comes to locking the laser with the error signal
obtained from the differential photodiode. Our panel is designed to take the differential
photodiode signal as an input, as well as the voltage ramp that is output from the ramp
generator panel. An error signal is created which can be monitored on the scope and used
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as a lockpoint at the corresponding peak on the saturated absorption spectrum. The user
can also apply either an electronic offset to the error signal (giving freedom to tune the
laser lockpoint) or increase the gain value to amplify the slope if required. The resulting
voltage output is then fed into the piezo in the laser cavity which, when locked using the
lock switch on the panel, keeps the laser stabilised to the desired frequency.
A sketch of the simplified DAVLL circuit we have built to lock the laser is shown in
Figure 2.6. Instead of a standard proportional-integral-derivative (PID) regulator circuit,
we simply set up a proportional error correction circuit to account for slow drifts of the
laser frequency. In this way, the various op-amps in the circuit are used to modify the
original error signal arising from the differential photodiode with either an electronic offset,
a variable gain, an inversion factor, or some combination. The final op-amp is used as the
lock-switch to send the voltage feedback into the piezo if locking is required.
Figure 2.6: Simplified circuit diagram describing the proportional procedure of the locking
circuit electronics designed for the portable MOT.
Due to the broad recapture range (hundreds of MHz) afforded by the antisymmetric
error signal generated this way, this lock mechanism rarely loses lock [97]. However, we
encountered a potential problem with our setup when looking to stabilise the MOT after
applying the sidebands generation (more details in section 2.5) - the temperature stabilisa-
tion setup for the Toptica DL100 does not use a thermistor but instead an AD590 integrated
circuit temperature transducer. We discovered that the microwave radiation causes a false
temperature reading to be detected (if the diode laser is stabilised to e.g. 21◦C before the
microwave radiation is turned on, turning on the sidebands would cause the reading to
drop to around 18◦C, and therefore cause the circuit to work very hard to try to correct
for this, even though the actual temperature had not changed). For this reason, due to
these significant temperature changes constantly affecting the output laser frequency, we
had to work without the temperature stabilisation feedback for the laser diode. Despite
this, the DAVLL lock was still capable of stabilising the laser frequency sufficiently for
data to be taken for teaching lab purposes, but without the long-term locking that should
be possible with a properly stabilised temperature. In the future, we plan to replace the
AD590 circuitry with a thermistor, which we have tested to ensure no adverse effect on the
temperature reading is seen when the microwave electronics are turned on.
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2.5 Sidebands Generation
To simplify the total optical setup further and remove the need for a second laser to act as
the repumper for the cooling cycle, we employ homemade sideband generation electronics
to couple with the existing laser spectrum, thereby providing a small fraction of power at
the repumper transition. The advantage of employing sideband generation is removing the
need to set up and align a second laser onto the existing setup as the sidebands can be
generated at a frequency of 3GHz (which is roughly the ground state splitting of the D2
level of 85Rb, see Figure 2.2).
To generate the sidebands, we use an electronic circuit to provide a voltage input to a
voltage controlled oscillator (VCO, MiniCircuits ZX95-3050C-S+) - variation of the input
tuning voltage is used to alter the oscillation frequency over a range of 2856-3050 MHz. The
amplitude of the microwave frequency signal at the output of the VCO is quite small, so
we use an amplifier (MiniCircuits ZRL-3500+) to amplify the signal (to give a total power
of +22dBm). Finally, we use a bias-tee (MiniCircuits ZFBT-352-FT+) to combine the
generated microwave signal with the DC component of the laser (see Figure 2.7). Applying
the modulation signal to the DC laser current results in sidebands forming in the following
way.
The current modulation causes a modulation of the refractive index of the laser medium,
hence a phase in the output field which is also modulated:
Aeiω1t+iα sin(ω2t). (2.1)
In the above equation, ω1 is the laser output frequency (chosen to be the cooling transition
seen before) and ω2 is the generated microwave frequency. Since the amplitude α is small,
then the above exponential can be Taylor-expanded (only up to the first-order terms) to
give:
Aeiω1t(1 + iα sin(ω2)t). (2.2)








(ei(ω1+ω2)t − ei(ω1−ω2)t)). (2.4)
The above can be interpreted as the original laser signal at frequency ω1, plus the creation
of two small-amplitude sidebands at frequencies ω1 +ω2 and ω1−ω2. A simplified diagram
of the electronics setup for our sideband generation is shown in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Simplified setup used for the sidebands generation in the portable MOT ex-
periment. The PCB is a homemade circuit providing a tuning voltage to the input of the
VCO. The output of the bias-tee is connected to the laser input.
To test for the presence of sidebands, we use a Fabry-Perot interferometer to perform
high-resolution analysis of the laser output. To set up the Fabry-Perot interferometer, we
split off a small fraction of power using a flip-mirror mount and direct the light into the
Fabry-Perot. After optimising the alignment into the Fabry-Perot without the sidebands
and observing the strong peaks at the free spectral range (FSR) separation, we turned the
sidebands on and observed the presence of first-order sideband generation, as well as some
smaller second-order sideband generation as well (see Figure 2.8). The amplitude of the
sidebands seen in Figure 2.8 means we estimate that roughly 15% of the total optical power
can be generated for the repumper role in this setup, which from the 45mW initial output
power results in about 6.75mW repumper power available.
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Figure 2.8: Plot showing the output from the Fabry-Perot when the sideband electronics is
switched on and indicating the presence of the low amplitude sidebands appearing either
side of the main carrier signal. When zooming in, the second order sideband generation
can be seen.
2.6 Optical Setup
The total optical setup for the portable MOT is split over two breadboards - one breadboard
houses the laser, saturated absorption spectroscopy setup, DAVLL spectroscopy setup, and
the input to the optical fibre (plus the Fabry-Perot setup if it is needed), shown in Figure
2.9. The electronics used for the sideband generation, which connects to the laser, sits off
to the side of the breadboard and can be disconnected from the laser if the setup has to be
moved. To make moving the setup easier we house the microwave electronics (everything
in Figure 2.7) in a stainless steel casing - connectors attached to the casing allow the
electronics box to be disconnected from the laser if needed. The fibre output coupler is
then placed on a second breadboard, and it is on this breadboard that the vacuum chamber
is placed. Here, the beam is split into three beams of equal power and directed through
the glass cell towards retro-reflecting mirrors placed on the other side (Figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.9: Compact setup of the optics breadboard used in the portable MOT experiment.
The optics breadboard houses the laser system and both spectroscopy techniques. Most of
the optical power is directed into the optical fibre that transports the light to the vacuum
chamber breadboard; a small amount is reserved for each of the spectroscopy paths.
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Figure 2.10: Optical setup of the vacuum chamber breadboard used in the portable MOT
experiment. Only the glass cell of the vacuum chamber is shown for clarity. The six-beam
MOT is created using retro-reflections of the three input beams. Around 21mW of power
is measured at the output of the optical fibre.
Our magnetic field gradient for the MOT is generated using two pairs of current-carrying
coils in the anti-Helmholtz configuration - the coils have 45 turns each, have a radius of 3cm
and have a separation of 5cm when placed above and below the glass cell (see Figure 2.10).
The resulting magnetic field gradient is roughly 4.21Gcm−1A−1 - we run 4.5A through the
coils to generate a field gradient of roughly 19Gcm−1 for the experiment.
2.7 Measurements
With the viewpoint that the portable MOT setup is suitable for use as an undergraduate
teaching lab experiment, below we list a couple of simple measurements that a student can
undertake in the timeframe of a couple of afternoons (the standard format of our 4th year
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teaching lab experiments). Some future ideas regarding further planned experiments are
mentioned in the final section.
2.7.1 Measuring the Atom Number in the MOT
When the portable MOT is used as an undergraduate teaching lab experiment, one of the
first measurements that can be made by the students is an estimation of the total number
of atoms in the MOT after some experience of aligning the various beams. This allows the
student to characterize the MOT and can be used as an optimisation metric when changing
the various parameters available.
An estimation of the MOT number can be established by setting up a lens and photo-
diode combination to record the fluorescence emitted by the MOT. To take into account
scattered laser beams or any ambient light being picked up the photodiode during the
recording, a reading of the photodiode level with the coils switched off can be made and
this subtracted from the signal obtained when the coils are on. The formula used for







where Ω is the solid angle subtended by the collecting lens, κ is the number of uncoated
glass surfaces between the MOT and photodiode (the transmission of one of these is 0.96),
P is the detected optical power (equal to the photodiode voltage reading divided by the











with Γ being the natural linewidth of the transition, I the total intensity of the MOT
beams, Isat the saturation intensity of the transition and δ the detuning from resonance.
Unfortunately, in the current setup it is difficult to know the exact detuning of the laser
from atomic resonance - an estimate could be obtained by unlocking the laser, increasing
the sweep of the piezo slightly and estimating where the exact lockpoint is for the MOT
to load. By making an estimate of the photodiode reading, an approximate atom number
of 8×107 atoms is obtained in our setup. An example image of the MOT taken with a
Thorlabs CCD camera is seen in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Example image of the MOT obtained using the DAVLL and sideband tech-
niques. This MOT is the typical size for when the setup was used as part of the under-
graduate teaching lab. The circular structure seen in the background is the lens that is
used to focus the fluorescence light onto the photodiode.
2.7.2 Obtaining an Estimate of the Pressure at the MOT Position
With an emphasis on cold atoms apparatus becoming more portable, it may not always
be practical to include a vacuum gauge. Therefore, alternative ways of estimating the
background pressure may need to be utilised. One such method is using the lifetime of
the cloud to obtain an estimate of the pressure, since the lifetime of an atomic sample
is inversely proportional to the background pressure - effectively, using the MOT as a
vacuum gauge. This is based on work that was previously undertaken in our group [105].
Essentially, the MOT loading curve can be obtained to acquire the 1/e loading time τ .
The corresponding loss rate γ (give as 1/τ) can then be converted into an estimate of the




The estimate for the pressure can then be compared to the pressure reading obtained from
the ion pump - as an example, we estimate a pressure of 3.6×10−7Torr compared to the
ion pump reading of 1.7×10−8Torr. It is not unusual for the two pressure readings to differ
and can be attritubed to the fact that the lowest pressures in a vacuum system are found at
the position of the pump. Generally, it may be more useful or relevant to obtain a pressure
estimate at the MOT region as opposed to at the location of the pump.
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2.8 Outreach Demonstrations
Some photos taken of the portable MOT at the International Year of Light (IYL) Launch
event in February 2015 are seen in Figure 2.12. At this early stage of our own portable
MOT development, with work on it having only begun in late 2014, we had just managed
to set up the DAVLL mechanism for locking the master laser. As such, the portable MOT
demonstration was a collaboration with the University of Strathclyde, who provided their
own vacuum chamber for the exhibit. Also provided were a secondary repumper laser
(since the sidebands had not been set up yet) and finally a microfabricated grating chip
that was used as a compact way of realising an optical molasses as an alternative to the
six-beam MOT. More details on the grating chip technology and our own plans for it can
be found in the next section.
Figure 2.12: Photos taken of the portable MOT setup in Edinburgh during the IYL event
launch in February 2015. a) Photo of the vacuum chamber (glass cell), coils and grating
chip setup as provided by the University of Strathclyde; b) Photo of the full experimental
setup, with vacuum chamber on the left breadboard and laser system on the right. In this
case, the repumper laser is mounted above our master laser setup on its own breadboard;
c) Example image of a MOT generated at the event and displayed on a monitor.
The second outreach event that we demonstrated the portable MOT was Dundee Sci-
ence Festival in November 2015. Some photos taken at this event are shown in Figure
2.13. Again, a collaboration with the University of Strathclyde was had as we had not yet
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started work on our own vacuum chamber.
Figure 2.13: Photos taken at Dundee Science Festival in November 2015. The vacuum
chamber, which our own design is based on, is shown. An image of the MOT generated at
this event is shown alongside.
2.9 Future Work Planned
The use of the DAVLL and sideband techniques to create a compact, robust cold atoms
apparatus has been demonstrated and used most recently in the undergraduate teaching
laboratory. However, one further addition that is planned to be implemented is that
of a micro-fabricated diffraction grating chip [88] as mentioned in the previous section.
The chip is an alternative method of producing an optical molasses, with the significant
advantage of being much more compact compared to the standard six-beam setup in the
current apparatus. The ability to create an optical molasses using just a single, circularly-
polarised input beam is very advantageous due to the compact design and ease of alignment
compared to the six-beam setup. A grating chip placed below the glass cell will diffract into
various orders, and the cooling volume of the optical molasses is created at the intersection
of the initial input beam with the diffracted orders (Figure 2.14).
The proposed optical setup which incorporates the grating chip technology is shown
in Figure 2.15. The grating chip MOT significantly reduces the total optical components
needed for the vacuum chamber breadboard as a single input beam can be collimated from
the output from an optical fibre, passed through a quarter waveplate and directed through
the glass cell with the diffraction grating typically placed just below the glass cell.
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Figure 2.14: Comparison of a) the grating chip MOT and b) a standard six-beam MOT.
The cooling volume for the grating chip is formed at the intersection of the input beam
with the diffracted orders.
Figure 2.15: Proposed compact setup for the portable MOT experiment, incorporating
DAVLL, sidebands generation and the grating chip MOT.
In addition to the implementation of the grating chip, which is a setup aimed primarily
at increasing the robustness of the setup when transported compared to the six-beam MOT,
a couple of further additions to the setup will be:
• setting up the proper temperature stabilisation of the laser diode by using the ther-
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mistor as opposed to the current AD590 electronic circuit;
• setting up a computer program to estimate the temperature of the MOT. This would
be achieved by monitoring the expansion of the cloud after the coils are switched
off, from which a temperature estimate can be obtained. This would add an extra
task for undergraduate students in the lab, but could also be set up as an easy-
to-use interface for outreach events that would allow the general public to obtain
a temperature estimate. Practically, we plan to switch off only the coils and not
the laser beams so as to observe the slow diffusion of the atoms within the optical
molasses, captured using a CCD camera. The temperature can then be extracted
from the rate of expansion using a method similar to that outlined by Dalibard et
al [107]. The advantage of this technique compared to the more standard time-of-
flight expansion (where the laser beams are also switched off) is that observation of
this slowly expanding cloud using the camera demonstrates intuitively how cold the
atoms are, which we view as an important factor for both outreach and teaching.
Chapter 3
Construction of a Double Vacuum
Chamber Apparatus for
Production of 87Rb Bose-Einstein
Condensates
3.1 Introduction
This chapter details the design, construction and results of a double vacuum chamber ap-
paratus setup to realise the first BECs formed in St Andrews. The experimental apparatus
was designed to reliably produce 87Rb Bose-Einstein condensates and subsequently load
an ultracold atomic ensemble into a holographically generated optical trap. General meth-
ods to achieve Bose-Einstein condensation are nowadays well-established (see for example
[108, 109, 110]) - gaseous atoms are first slowed and hence cooled via the radiation pres-
sure force exerted on the atoms by three pairs of mutually orthogonal, counter-propagating
laser beams in a scheme known as laser cooling that takes place in a magneto-optical trap
(MOT). Even after an optical molasses stage of further cooling, the atoms are neither cold
nor dense enough to begin condensing, hence evaporative cooling is performed. The exact
specifics of the evaporative cooling process differs between experiments, but in all cases the
hottest fraction of the atoms are selectively removed from the ensemble, gradually allowing
the remaining atoms to re-thermalise at lower and lower temperatures up to the onset of
a bimodal momentum distribution forming.
Central to the ability to trap and cool the atoms over the course of this process is the
effectiveness of the vacuum where the experiment is performed - a poor vacuum leads to the
atoms colliding with either background gases or untrapped atoms, potentially ejecting them
from a trap and causing them to be lost to the cooling cycle. Typically, pressures of the
order of 10−11mbar [12] are required to provide a sufficiently long lifetime (>10s) for atoms
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held in a trap. The re-design of our original single chamber apparatus was deemed necessary
due to the difficulty of maximising both the atom number N and the lifetime of the cloud τ
simultaneously within one chamber. This eventually led to a decision to construct a dual-
chamber vacuum apparatus, capable of separating the loading and experimental stages of
the experiment and ensuring both a large atomic flux for the MOT loading stage and a
long lifetime for the stages beyond. Details of the double vacuum chamber setup are found
in section 3.2.
Our atomic beam to load the 3D MOT is generated using a 2D MOT setup [111, 112,
113]. In the 2D MOT, atoms are cooled along two orthogonal axes and transferred into
the experiment chamber along the third axis. This is achieved by creating a line of zero
magnetic field along which the atoms are confined as they are being cooled transversally,
and using a push beam to perform the transfer into the other chamber. The result is a
flux of cold atoms that can then be more easily captured by the 3D MOT, having already
undergone pre-cooling in the 2D chamber. Details of the laser cooling setup are described
in section 3.3. Having a higher pressure loading chamber means that we can generate a
significant atomic flux to obtain fast MOT loading, while ensuring that in the lower pressure
science chamber the presence of background gases or untrapped atoms is minimised.
Once the 3D laser cooling has been performed in the science chamber, the beams
are extinguished and the atoms are compressed in the purely conservative quadrupole
magnetic trap, increasing their density and collision rate. A description of our magnetic
field generation is found in section 3.4. Section 3.5 covers optimisation of our 3D MOT,
while our optical pumping scheme is briefly outlined in section 3.6. The setup for absorption
imaging of the atoms is described in section 3.7. A first stage of evaporative cooling (section
3.8) is performed using the well-known technique of a radio-frequency “knife” to spin-flip
the hottest proportion of atoms from a trapped state to an anti-trapped state and allowing
the remainder to re-thermalise via collisions. A problem arising from this method is the
loss of atoms occurring near the zero point of the magnetic field - at very low magnetic field
values, there is a degeneracy of the Zeeman sub-levels, meaning that some of the coldest
atoms in the ensemble may spin-flip and leave the trap, which is detrimental to the goal of
the experiment. To negate this, after the RF evaporation stage we adiabatically transfer
the atoms from the purely magnetic trap into a focused optical dipole trap (ODT) with a
slight gravity-compensating magnetic field present to help with confinement, in a scheme
similar to that detailed in [20]. The high power, far-detuned ODT light is sufficiently far
from resonance that the radiation pressure force is negligible and instead the gradient force
dominates, causing an AC Stark shift in the atomic energy levels based on the intensity of
the light present. The result for red-detuned light is a potential well capable of confining
the atoms, resembling the Gaussian nature of the beam itself. Further evaporation can
then be performed by reducing the power of the light, gradually reducing the trap depth
and resulting in the hotter, more energetic atoms leaving the trap. After sufficient cooling
with this method, the bimodal momentum distribution leading to BEC formation (section
3.9) can be detected via absorption imaging. An outline of our full experimental sequence is
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provided in section 3.10, while a brief summary of the experiment performance is provided
in section 3.11.
In chapter 4, the power removed from the ODT during evaporation is instead used for
the SLM and light sheet paths, allowing the capture of atoms into arbitrary trap geometries.
For the rest of this chapter, however, the focus will be on the details of the experimental
setup and sequence that led to the formation of Bose-Einstein condensates.
3.2 The Double Vacuum Chamber Apparatus
3.2.1 Glass Cell, Differential Pumping Tube, Octagon Chamber
Our double chamber setup consists of a glass cell where 2D cooling is performed, connected
via a differential pumping tube to a spherical octagon, where the pre-cooled atoms are
loaded into the standard six-beam MOT. Rubidium atoms are loaded into the glass cell
from dispensers and cooling is performed along two perpendicular axes. The cylindrical
glass cell (LewVac GA-DE33L-40CF) was chosen due to its large optical access: a larger
cooling volume leads to a greater atomic flux [112]. Our 152mm length glass cell has an
optical access of roughly 110mm length (Figure 3.1a). Rather than using large, expensive
rectangular optics, the 2D transversal cooling of rubidium is set up such that three sets of
cooling beams could be directed both down and across the chamber, and then retroreflected
back to form the counter-propagating beams. This is achieved using standard 25.4mm
diameter optics, arranged in close proximity with minimal separation so as to fill the glass
cell as much as possible, giving an effective cooling volume of ∼ 75×25×25 mm. No anti-
reflection coating on the glass cell means there is a 17% reduction in optical power of the
retroreflected beams at the position of the atoms. Additionally, to counteract the -350mm
focal length lensing effect from the glass cell, we position an f=300 mm cylindrical lens
behind the glass cell to both collimate and increase the peak intensity of the retro-reflected
beams.
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Figure 3.1: a) Model of the full glass cell with differential pumping tube in place; b) Full
model and c) cutaway of the differential pumping tube.
The differential pumping tube (Figure 3.1b) is used as the connection between the glass
cell (loading chamber) and the octagon (experiment chamber) - the concentrated beam of
atoms are transferred through the small opening whilst maintaining a pressure differential
between the two chambers due to the tube’s low conductance. To achieve this, we custom-
made our tube from LewVac with the aim of minimising the conductance through the tube
and hence maximising the difference in pressure at either end of the tube. Knowing that
gas flowing through a pipe produces a pressure differential at each end [114], the ratio of
the pressure in the loading chamber ρloading to the pressure in the science chamber ρscience







where C is the conductance and S is the pumping speed. The ion pump connected to our
science chamber has a pumping speed of 55Ls−1, which we use for S, while for molecular





where d is the diameter of the pipe and l is the length, both expressed in centimetres. As
mentioned, to minimise the conductance we therefore require a small diameter tube with
a long length. However, there is a limit to what can be built due to the divergence of the
atomic beam, with typical values in the range 10 - 45mrad [111, 112, 113]. We chose an
upper limit of 47mrad for the beam divergence to be safe, and therefore customised our
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pumping tube with a 1.2mm diameter hole and a length of 12.7mm (Figure 3.1c). The
approximate pressure differential between the two chambers is then ρscience ∼ 10−4 ρloading,
allowing us to maintain good UHV conditions in the science chamber whilst being able to
load a large 3D MOT swiftly (with a pressure of ∼ 10−6 mbar in the loading chamber).
To perform the transfer of atoms through the differential pumping tube into the 3D
MOT, we use a push beam to add a radiation pressure imbalance in the longitudinal
direction. Additionally, some longitudinal cooling is performed by using the angle cut of
the differential pumping tube to act as a mirror in what is known as a 2DMOT+ [111]
setup. A beam directed through the top of the glass cell is reflected by the 45 degree cut
polished surface, providing some cooling power along the longitudinal direction. A beam
directed from above can be reflected with 60% efficiency (with a small hole in the centre),
and a viewport at the end of the 2D side is used for the push beam.
Our science chamber is a spherical octagon (Kimball Physics MCF600-SO200800) cham-
ber, with six viewports around the circumference and two on top and bottom to allow for
plenty of optical access. In addition, three of these viewports are recessed - the two vertical
viewports are recessed to allow the current-carrying coils to be placed much closer to the
atoms, meaning that the appropriate field gradients can be achieved with more reasonable
current values. One of the horizontal viewports is also recessed - the recession also allows
a lens with a shorter focal length to be placed close to the atoms, which is desirable as
shorter focal length lenses provide higher image resolution. This in turn provides more ac-
curate diagnosis of the atomic cloud during imaging, as well as more detailed light patterns
originating from the SLM along the vertical direction.
The octagon connects to the differential pumping tube/glass cell via a bellow (Figure
3.2) which provides some give and flexibility in the support, especially when it comes
to moving the entire apparatus into place. The flexibility provided allowed the chamber
system to be moved transversally into place to ensure good alignment of the atomic beam
through to the 3D MOT.
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Figure 3.2: a) Full model and b) cutaway of the main experiment chamber (octagon),
connected to the differential pumping tube and glass cell via the bellow.
After the double vacuum chamber system was in place, the next step was to perform a
bakeout and obtain ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions.
3.2.2 Obtaining Ultra High Vacuum Conditions
Obtaining quantum degeneracy of atomic gases necessarily requires direct avoidance from
any sources of heating, including collisions with air molecules or from atoms that are not
trapped in the MOT. This thermal isolation is managed by maintaining ultra high vacuum
(UHV) conditions in the chamber where investigations are taking place. For this reason,
the octagon is kept at a lower pressure compared to the glass cell - a lower pressure in the
octagon prolongs the lifetime of the cloud and separates it from the higher pressure loading
chamber, where a higher pressure is beneficial for increased atomic flux.
To complete the full setup of the apparatus, the 2D side of the setup is centred around
two four-way stainless steel crosses (Figure 3.3). One of the flanges is connected to a 40Ls−1
Varian VacIon Starcell Plus 40 ion pump. The ion pump maintains the vacuum conditions
after the initial pumping out stage has been completed, and it remains on constantly. It
works by ionising gas particles when they pass through a cathode and anode that have a
high voltage between them. The ionised particles are then attracted to the cathode and
stick there. A valve on the 2D side of the chamber allows a turbo pump (Pfeiffer HiPace
80) to be connected during the bakeout. The viewport on the end of the chamber is used
as the push beam access.
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Figure 3.3: Model of the full double vacuum chamber apparatus.
The two remaining flanges on the 2D side of the apparatus are sealed with 4-pin electri-
cal feedthroughs. Inside the vacuum chamber, each pair of feedthrough rods is connected
to an alkali metal dispenser (SAES). When a current is applied, gaseous rubidium is dis-
pensed upon heating via sublimation. A reducing agent ensures that any other chemicals
produced are absorbed by the chemical compound. There exists a threshold value for the
current below which hardly any atoms are released - this varies between dispensers but
is usually in the range 2.5A to 3A. Driving the dispensers at a higher current provides a
more immediate gain of atoms but might end up shortening the lifetime of the dispenser.
As long as the current is managed sensibly and the chamber does not become flooded
with rubidium, each dispenser lasts about one year before needing to switch to another.
Typically we turn the dispenser on first thing in the morning to allow the rubidium level
to build up, and overnight we reduce the current to around threshold.
On the 3D side of the experiment, a six-way cross is connected to a 55Ls−1 Varian
VacIon Starcell Plus 55 ion pump, a titanium sublimation pump (VG Scienta ST22), a
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valve connection to connect the turbo pump to during the bakeout, and a viewport that is
used as the access point for the optical pumping light.
Once the apparatus was set up, the bakeout procedure was performed. Connecting
the turbo pump to the two valves in Figure 3.3 allows both chambers to be pumped out
without the need to pump through the differential pumping tube. Before beginning, all
components were cleaned with acetone followed by isopropanol. To set up the bakeout, we
used resistive tape heaters wrapped around the apparatus and then covered the entirety
in tin foil to keep the heat in - thermocouples were inserted at various points to keep
track of the temperature of the different parts of the apparatus and ensure an even heat
distribution. While monitoring the temperature, we increased the current through the
heat tapes slowly until a temperature of roughly 200◦C was established throughout the
chamber. The bakeout procedure lasted roughly two weeks until a pressure of 10−9 mbar
was achieved with the ion pump current read-out connected to the octagon (Figure 3.4),
while the loading chamber pressure reached 10−7 mbar.
Figure 3.4: Temperature and pressure of the octagon during the bakeout procedure.
3.2.3 Full Apparatus
A model of the full apparatus with the 2D MOT optics in place is shown in Figure 3.5. The
2D cooling and repumper light is overlapped after exiting the optical fibres and split into
six beams using a sequence of half-waveplates and PBS cubes. Three beams are directed
down through the chamber and retro-reflected back using mirrors and lenses placed under
the glass cell, while the other three beams are directed across the chamber, with mirrors
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and lenses on the other side retroreflecting those beams back. The push beam is directed
through the chamber using the viewport on the end of the chamber of the 2D side.
Figure 3.5: Model of the double vacuum chamber apparatus with the optical components
in place for the 2D cooling, 2D repumper and push beams. The breadboards are able to
be adjusted in height using the posts, and the entire configuration can be moved as one.
The schematic on the right describes the optical layout of the top and middle breadboards
shown in the model.
The whole 2D side of the apparatus was designed to be height-adjustable to allow good
alignment of the pre-cooled atomic beam into the 3D MOT - this was achieved by placing
the entire 2D side onto a mounting board. The mounting board allows the setup to be
slowly slid across the optical table, while the height adjustable posts in Figure 3.5 allows
the setup to be moved up or down. Finally, the flexibility of the bellow that connects the
2D side to the 3D chamber allows the exact angle of the setup to be adjusted for alignment
of the atomic beam.
3.3 3D and 2D Laser Cooling of Rubidium
Laser cooling of 87Rb is performed through cycling atoms on the D2 line (Figure 3.6),
between the F=2 and F’=3 hyperfine levels of the 52S1/2 and 5
2P3/2 energy levels respec-
tively.
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Figure 3.6: D2 Line of 87Rb, depicting cooling and repumper cycles used in the experiment.
The detuning δ takes different values during the experimental sequence for laser cooling,
optical molasses or imaging.
Red detuning of the laser frequency from the F’=3 level results in a small but non-
negligible probability of atoms being excited from the F=2 to the F’=2 upper level -
selection rules mean that emission of a photon can result in atoms decaying to the F=1
ground state. An energy separation of nearly 7GHz means the cooling laser is unable to
excite atoms from this lower manifold and, without further intervention, these atoms would
be lost from the cooling process. To prevent this from happening, we use a second laser
to excite atoms from the F=1 lower manifold, after which they may return to the cooling
cycle. This repumper laser typically has substantially less power compared to the cooling
laser, and additionally no detuning is needed.
3.3.1 Laser System
Our laser system is set up on a separate bench from the one where our vacuum chamber
is located. This optics table is used to manipulate the laser light to perform the various
roles required in the full experimental setup, such as laser cooling, optical pumping and
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imaging. A block diagram of this optical layout is shown in Figure 3.7.
Laser light is generated using two External Cavity Diode Lasers (ECDLs) - a Toptica
Model DL100 mount with a Toptica LD-0785-P220-1 laser diode for the cooling light and a
homemade cavity for the repumper light (Sanyo DL7140-201S). Semiconductor diode lasers
are readily available at the transition wavelength for the D2 line of 87Rb, but typically hav-
ing a larger linewidth than the natural linewidth (2π×6.1MHz) of the 87Rb D2 transition,
which could cause unwanted additional excitations. The external cavity drastically reduces
the linewidth of the output light, creating a narrow linewidth output suitable for perform-
ing the laser cooling role. We also use piezo-electric transducers in both our ECDLs to
allow us to rapidly scan the cavity length, and therefore the output light frequency, for the
purposes of spectroscopy (see section 3.3.2).
The cooling laser produces around 50mW of output light and the repumper laser gives
around 35mW. The output beam from the cooling laser has a slight elliptical profile; we
therefore use a set of anamorphic prisms to produce a more circular output. Optical
isolators placed on both the cooling and repumper beam paths prevent feedback of the
light back into the laser diodes. A very small amount of power is then siphoned off from
both the master and repumper outputs to be used for spectroscopy and locking the lasers.
The remaining power is then used in a double-pass acousto-optic modulator (AOM,
Crystal Technologies) setup to allow for the appropriate detuning to be established. The
3D MOT AOM (model 3080-125) is used to set the detuning of the laser beams for the
MOT loading, optical molasses and imaging stages; additionally, this AOM is used as a fast
switch for the imaging process. The 2D MOT AOM (model 3110-120) sets the detuning
of the laser beams used in the 2D MOT, plus the push beam. An optical pumping (OP)
AOM (model 3200-121) shifts the frequency of the light for the optical pumping stage of
the experiment, and also is used to supply the short pulse of OP light. The 3D MOT and
2D MOT AOMs are setup in a double-pass configuration to eliminate the spatial shift of
the output beam whenever the frequency of the light needs to be altered. After the double-
pass AOM a small amount of power from the 3D path is split off to be used for imaging.
The two beams then inject a slave laser (home-made mount, Thorlabs LD785-SE400 high
power laser diode), which generates the cooling power for the 3D MOT, and a tapered
amplifier (TA) (Eagleyard EYP-TPA-0780-01000-3006-CMT03-0000), which generates the
cooling power for the 2D MOT. The slave laser provides around 300mW of output light,
while the TA produces around 550mW. The injecting power of the beam for the slave laser
after the double-pass AOM is around 7mW, while for the TA the power is around 9mW.
Some of the TA output light is then split off to be used for the push beam. Temperature
stabilisation of all the lasers is achieved using thermistors and peltier elements, and the
TA also uses a mechanical fan placed nearby to provide additional cooling.
Polarization-maintaining single mode optical fibers are then used to transfer the 3D
cooling, 2D cooling, 3D repumper, 2D repumper, optical pumping, push beam and imaging
light to the experiment table, giving a total of seven fibres used. Mechanical shutters are
placed along each of these paths to block the light as needed.
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Figure 3.7: Block diagram showing the main layout of the optical setup for the experiment.
Mechanical shutters omitted for clarity.
3.3.2 Saturated Absorption Spectroscopy and Locking the Lasers
Precise locking of the laser frequency is required to ensure efficient cooling of the atoms.
This is achieved using the Doppler-free saturated absorption spectroscopy technique. The
setup for the saturated absorption spectroscopy is identical to that described in section 2.3
and so will not be described again here.
An image of the saturated absorption spectroscopy of the 87Rb cooling and repumper
profiles is shown in Figure 3.8. The error signal is obtained with a phase-sensitive detector
by applying a small modulation to the laser current. This gives a differentiated signal
which can then be used as a lock point as part of a proportional-integrable-derivative
(PID) regulator. Reducing the amplitude of the sweep to zero allows the laser to be locked
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to a specific transition, and the locking mechanism will keep the laser frequency tuned to
the lock point against fluctuations in temperature or noise.
As can be seen in Figure 3.8a, we do not lock to the real F=2→ F’=3 transition on the
D2 line (which would be the leftmost peak in the figure) - doing so would require applying
a detuning of ∼15MHz to the light for the MOT loading stage, and such a small detuning
is hard to achieve using AOMs. Instead, we lock our cooling laser to the peak indicated
in Figure 3.8a, which is the crossover transition between the F’=1 and F’=3 hyperfine
levels from the F=2 ground state. The AOMs in our setup are then capable of shifting the
frequency closer to the value required by the MOT. The repumper laser is simply locked
to the leftmost peak of the spectrum of Figure 3.8b, which is the real hyperfine transition
corresponding to the F=1 → F’=2 levels as no detuning is applied to this laser.
Figure 3.8: Doppler-free saturated absorption spectrum of a) the F=2 → F’ and b) the
F=1 → F’ of the 87Rb D2 line for the cooling and repumper laser respectively. Laser
lockpoints used in the experiment are indicated.
3.3.3 Detuning the Cooling Lasers
AOMs are capable of altering the intensity, direction and, most importantly, the frequency
of an incoming laser beam via Bragg diffraction off an internally-generated sound wave
which propagates through the crystal medium. The acoustic wave, consisting of alternat-
ing crests of compression and expansion corresponding to increased and decreased refractive
index respectively, scatters the incoming light. When the constructive interference condi-
tion is met, the diffracted orders are shifted in frequency by an integer multiple of the
sound wave frequency.
The AOM for the 3D MOT has a nominal operating frequency of 80MHz with a band-
width of 25MHz. The double-pass setup mentioned before ensures there is no loss of
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alignment whenever the detuning of the laser is changed. As we lock to the crossover peak
located 212.15MHz from the F’=3 level, we drive the AOM with a voltage such that the
frequency of the generated sound wave is (106 - δ/2) MHz, where δ is the detuning from
the F’=3 level. For the MOT loading stage which uses a -20MHz detuning, this means
the AOM is operated at 96MHz, while for the optical molasses stage at -60MHz detuning
the AOM is operated at 76MHz. For imaging where resonant light is desired, the AOM
operates at 106MHz. The changes to the detuning does slightly affect the efficiency of
diffraction, but for each stage there is still sufficient power to properly inject the slave
laser.
The AOM for the 2D MOT operates at 110MHz and has a bandwidth of 24MHz. Our
2D MOT beams operate at a detuning of -20MHz, resulting in the AOM operating at
96MHz. After the TA, some of the power is split off to be used for the optical pumping
stage. A third AOM on this path (operated in single pass) shifts the frequency down to
near the F’=2 level for this purpose. The OP AOM has a centre line of 200MHz and a
bandwidth of 50MHz, which is operated at 268MHz with a relatively low efficiency due to
the high amount of initial power (only a small amount is needed for optical pumping).
Additionally, the AOMs have an external on/off switch that acts to stop sending the
signal to the AOM, thereby eliminating the diffraction. As this would just leave the zeroth
order light (which is blocked using an iris on the double pass path), we can use this
switch behaviour to extinguish the light in the chamber much more quickly compared to
a mechanical shutter (the shutters have a response time of ∼1ms and a switching time to
shut the power off of between 100 - 200µs). The AOM switch is better suited to sending
short pulses of light, especially important for the optical pumping and imaging stages. For
imaging, we use the 3D AOM to generate imaging pulses of 80µs for diagnostic absorption
imaging. The optical pumping stage uses a short pulse of light to pump the atoms into the
appropriate magnetically trappable sub-level, but too long of a pulse may cause unwanted
heating. We use the OP AOM to provide a 500µs pulse for optical pumping.
3.3.4 Increasing the Laser Cooling Power
For the purpose of increasing the 3D cooling light power, we employ a master-slave con-
figuration. An injecting power of 7mW is directed to the slave laser - the frequency of
the slave laser light will be the correct detuning required for MOT operation because the
beam injecting the slave laser comes after the double pass of the AOM, and so has already
been frequency shifted. The stimulated emission that then occurs will match that of the
input beam. Overlap of the output slave laser beam and input master beam is critical
for this to be the case, and is achieved by checking the overlap at two positions over a
considerable path length. It is important, however, to check that the slave laser is lasing at
the correct frequency, and this is done by using a microscope slide on a flip-mount to split
off a small amount of power after the slave output and perform optical spectroscopy in a
separate Rb cell. The slave current and the beam alignment can then be adjusted until
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the expected Doppler profile is obtained (Figure 3.9), ensuring the two laser modes match.
Displaying the saturated absorption profile from the original master signal can be used for
comparison, showing that the slave profile is missing the hyperfine transmission peaks (as
we only pass once through the Rb cell) and frequency shifted (due to the frequency shift
from the double pass through the AOM).
Figure 3.9: Comparison of the master laser absorption spectrum (red trace) with the slave
laser spectrum (blue trace). The slave spectrum profile is missing the hyperfine peaks, and
is also frequency shifted due to the double pass through the AOM.
An optical isolator once again prevents optical feedback into the slave laser diode.
The total output power of the slave laser is roughly 300mW, for a current of 496mA,
meaning that for the case of the 3D MOT we have roughly 240mW of 3D cooling light
before entering the optical fibre. For the case of the 2D cooling light, we inject a Tapered
Amplifier (TA). This gives around 550mW of output light available before entering the
corresponding optical fibre. Another optical isolator prevents unwanted feedback into the
amplifier.
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3.3.5 Push Beam
A push beam is used to transfer the pre-cooled atoms from the loading chamber through the
differential pumping tube into the experiment chamber, necessary because the pre-cooled
atomic beam has no preferential direction of propagation. The push beam is directed
through the viewport on the 2D side of the experimental apparatus of Figure 3.3, and the
viewport on the 3D side is used for alignment of the push beam through the tube. The
push beam is derived from the TA and directed towards a polarization-maintaining optical
fibre - a shutter is placed on the path to block the light once the MOT has fully loaded. A
half-waveplate and PBS combination can be used to choose the amount of power used for
the push beam. After the fibre, the push beam has a 1/e2 radius of 1mm, similar to that
of the differential pumping tube (1.2mm).
3.3.6 Full 3D and 2D Laser Cooling Setup
The full optical setup for the 2D and 3D MOT stages in the double vacuum chamber
is shown in Figure 3.10. The optical fibres are used to transfer the laser light to the
experiment table from the optics bench. On the 2D side, the available optical power for
laser cooling at the output of the optical fibre is 250mW, with the available repumper
power being about 6.5mW. These two fibre outputs are combined and overlapped, and
then split into six beams - three beams directed down vertically through the chamber and
three directed straight across. Quarter waveplates placed before the glass cell provide the
appropriate circularly polarised beams, and the beams are retroreflected off mirrors placed
after the cell to give the appropriate counter-propagating beam. The push beam power
available is around 2mW, and this beam is directed through the entire apparatus from one
of the viewports to perform the transfer from the 2D to the 3D side.
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Figure 3.10: Diagram showing the layout of the 2D and 3D laser cooling setup.
On the 3D side, the available power for laser cooling is around 120mW, with about
1.6mW repumper power. Again, the cooling and repumper beams are overlapped at the
fibre outputs and then split into six beams and directed through the octagon. Quarter
waveplates placed just before the chamber again give the appropriate circularly polarised
beams. The total available optical power after each optical fibre is summarised in Table
3.1.
3.4 Magnetic Field Generation
The laser cooling light alone, being only a velocity-dependent force, is incapable of holding
the atoms in a given position within the beam overlap volume while the cooling is per-
formed. In the MOT, a restoring force is provided with a set of two current-carrying coils
in the anti-Helmholtz configuration, resulting in a point of zero magnetic field at the mid-
point between the two coils, and providing a positional-dependence force such that when
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Table 3.1: Table depicting the available laser power at the output for each of the optical
fibres used.
an atom drifts away from the zero-point, it will be Zeeman-shifted into resonance with the
appropriate counter-propagating laser beam, restoring it towards the trap centre.






where I is the current through the coils and r is the coil radius. For a pair of such coils that
are separated by a distance d, with current flowing in opposite directions, the magnetic












fulfilling the requirement that the magnetic field at the midpoint (z = 0) is zero.
3.4.1 3D MOT Magnetic Field
For the 3D MOT coils, we designed our own coils holder due to the necessity of the coils
needing to be water cooled. The 3D coils themselves have a total of 48 windings, achieved
by winding the coil (1mm diameter wire) around the former and creating a total of 12 layers
with 4 windings per layer. The radius of the coils is 24.4mm, and the separation of the
coils when placed in the recessed viewports above and below the octagon is 52mm. Heat
sink paste was applied first and then after each layer to ensure good thermal conductivity.
After the final winding, glue was applied all around the outside of the coil to hold it in
place. The second coil was wound after the first ensuring an identical number of windings.
The same set of coils are used for both the MOT and for magnetic trapping. To obtain
a suitable compression before the radio frequency evaporation stage, we calculate that we
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need to compress to around 100Gcm−1, which means running close to 20A through the
coils given the setup described above. A figure of the magnetic coil holders is shown in
Figure 3.11. The coil holders also have a thin slit cut into the circumference to stop them
from forming a closed ring, which could allow circulating currents to be generated.
Figure 3.11: Model of our magnetic coil holders, showing mounting holes and water cooling
connections.
Once the coils were mounted and tested, both with and without water cooling (see
section 3.4.4), they were placed in the lower and upper recesses of the octagon, as shown
in Figure 3.12. The close proximity of the coils allows a significant compression with a
high magnetic field gradient to be established without large currents being passed through
the coils. The power supply unit controlling the coils is connected to the computer, which
allows full computer control over the magnetic field during the experimental sequence.
Additionally, a relay placed in series can be used for a fast switch when turning off the
coils.
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Figure 3.12: Cutaway of the main octagon chamber indicating the close proximity the coil
holders can be placed to the atoms due to the recessed viewports. This also allows short
focal length lenses to be placed near the atoms (along both the horizontal and vertical
directions) for imaging.
3.4.2 2D MOT Magnetic Field
The 2D MOT magnetic field differs in that it requires a line of zero magnetic field along
which the push beam can transfer the atoms. To achieve this, we design rectangular coil
holders of nylon material, and wind 96 turns of 1mm diameter copper wire around the
holder, which has dimensions of length 196mm and width 50mm (Figure 3.13), with a
separation of 82mm. With these dimensions we can generate a magnetic field gradient of
6Gcm−1A−1 , and we supply the coils with 2.5A to give a field gradient of 15Gcm−1. The
four sets of coils are wired in such a way that a line of zero magnetic field is produced
within the glass cell. This field gradient value does not change throughout the experiment,
so computer control of these coils is not necessary. Additionally, water cooling is not
required for the 2D MOT coils. A diagram showing the full 2D MOT setup, with the 2D
coils in place, for the glass cell is shown in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.13: Model of the nylon coil holders designed for the 2D MOT magnetic field.
Figure 3.14: Diagram showing the full 2D MOT setup with the 2D MOT coils in place.
3.4.3 Shim Coils
Shim coils are used for both the experimental and loading chamber to compensate for the
presence of stray magnetic fields.
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For the 2D MOT, we wrapped additional coils around the existing MOT coil formers
(Figure 3.13). Each shim coil had 20 turns of 0.8mm diameter wire, set up in a Helmholtz
configuration, providing a compensating field of 2.5GA−1. These shim coils were optimised
by maximising the loading rate of atoms into the 3D MOT. For the 3D MOT we use a
pair of shim coils set up along each axis to ensure isotropic expansion of the cloud during
the optical molasses phase - the vertical axis shim coils had 50 turns, a total diameter of
160mm and a separation of 120mm, giving a field of 1.3GA−1. Square shim coils were used
for the other two axes, composed of 90 turns with a side length of 110mm. Separated by
180mm, they provide a compensating field of 3GA−1.
3.4.4 Water Cooling
Due to the design of our coils, a current of 20A is required to obtain a magnetic field
gradient of 100Gcm−1 during the radio-frequency evaporation stage of the experiment,
and such high currents remaining on during the radio frequency evaporative stage causes
a considerable amount of heating.
To counteract the heating problem, we set up water cooling through our 3D coils using
the 6mm×6mm channel and the connectors seen in Figure 3.11b. This allows water at
a temperature of 15◦C to be continually cycled through the coils for the duration of the
experiment. For this application we use a chiller (Kühlmobile, Van der Heijden).
To test the water cooling response of the coils, we operated them offline before imple-
menting them into the experimental setup. We chose a 15s on-off duty cycle to be safe -
in a real experimental run, the coils operate at the maximum current of 20A for just over
10s, while for all other stages the current is either at the much lower MOT or expanded
field values. To monitor the temperature response of the coils, we use thermocouples on
both coils - one situated in the inner part of the coil winding (placed when the coil was
initially wound) and one placed on the outside of the coil winding. The inner thermocouple
of one of the coils (coil B) stopped working soon after testing began and so we only had 3
thermocouples to monitor, but the inner thermocouple of coil A should indicate the hottest
part of the coil former.
A quick test of the response of the coils at the MOT gradient value (17Gcm−1 field
gradient requiring 3.4A of current) shows that even without water cooling the temperature
only increased a few degrees over the course of 10 minutes with a 15s on-off duty cycle
(Figure 3.15a) - nevertheless the water cooling will still be on as the MOT is loading at this
current value. Figure 3.15b shows the temperature of the coils while being operated at a
current of 20A with the 15s duty cycle - even after a few cycles, there is a clear increase in
temperature, showing the need for water cooling. With the water cooling on, the response
of the coils is shown in Figure 3.15c - the water cooling helps to keep the coils at a nearly
constant temperature over the course of 10 minutes.
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Figure 3.15: a) Temperature of coils operated at 3.4A without water cooling; b) Temper-
ature of coils operated at 20A without water cooling; c) Temperature of coils operated at
20A with water cooling at 15◦C.
3.5 MOT Optimisation
When loading our MOT we aim to capture in the region of 109 atoms or more to ensure
we have a significant atom number before the evaporative cooling phase. There are various
parameters to optimise at this stage, including the various powers and detunings of both
the 2D MOT and 3D MOT, the alignment and power of the push beam and the magnetic
field gradients.
To characterise the loading of the MOT, we record the fluorescence emitted by the
MOT as it loads with a photodiode (Thorlabs DET100A/M) and a 60mm lens in a 2f-2f
configuration, placed on one of the horizontal viewports that is not used for laser cooling.
The photodiode reading can be converted to an estimate of the atom number using equation
2.5.
A plot of the atom number vs time can be drawn in real-time to quickly convert the
photodiode reading into a loading curve for the MOT. Plots of the atom number vs laser
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power are shown in Figure 3.16, when performing optimisation of the total atom number
in the 3D MOT as a function of 2D repumper, 2D cooling, 3D repumper and 3D cooling
laser power. Loading times for the data in Figure 3.16 was 10s.
Figure 3.16: MOT optimisation data taken by recording the atom number in the 3D MOT
as a function of different laser powers. More cooling power could lead to a further increase
in atom number based on the data, but more repumper power would not necessarily be
beneficial.
Further optimisation tests were performed by changing the magnetic field gradient and
detuning of the 2D MOT, magnetic field gradient and detuning of the 3D MOT, and the
push beam power (Figure 3.17). All optimisations were performed by monitoring the atom
number in the 3D MOT.
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Figure 3.17: Further 3D MOT optimisation; a) 2D MOT optimisation with δ3D = -15MHz
and 3D B’ = 15Gcm−1 (although the plot still shows the 3D MOT atom number and the
optimisation is performed on this); b) 3D MOT optimisation with δ2D = -20MHz and 2D
B’ = 15Gcm−1; c) Push beam power optimisation, with δ3D = -15MHz, 3D B’ = 15Gcm
−1,
δ2D = -15MHz, 2D B’ = 15Gcm
−1; d) Example MOT loading curve.
The optimised parameters for both the 2D MOT and 3D MOT stage are shown in table
3.2. After the MOT fully loads, there is a short optical molasses stage, which results in
colder clouds before the transfer to the magnetic trap. The sub-Doppler cooling mechanism





with T being the temperature of the atoms, I the intensity of the cooling beams and δ the
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detuning. Increased detuning from resonance plus lower intensity of the cooling beams will
result in colder clouds, and in our experiment we ramp the detuning from the MOT value of
-20MHz to the molasses value of -60MHz over 5ms. Removing the magnetic field during this
process is also necessary, so we additionally ramp down the magnetic field from the MOT
value of 17Gcm−1 to 0 over the 5ms time period. The optical molasses period then lasts
10ms before the next experimental stage. After optical molasses our cloud temperature is
approximately (50 ± 4)µK. Optimisation of the molasses was performed by monitoring the
temperature of the cloud and appropriately changing the duration and detuning values.
Parameter 2D MOT 3D MOT
Power per cooling beam (mW) 41.7 20
Total repumper power (mW) 8 1.8
Detuning (MHz) -20 -20
B’ (Gcm−1) 15 17
Shim coil (along x) (G) 2 1.5
Shim coil (along y) (G) - 1.1
Shim coil (along z) (G) 1.5 0
Table 3.2: MOT parameters. For the 2D MOT detuning, we later found that a value of
-15MHz led to slightly colder temperatures of a similar atom number when transferring to
the magnetic trap. Subsequent data is therefore taken with -15MHz 2D MOT detuning.
3.6 Optical Pumping
Once the optical molasses stage has completed, an optical pumping stage is performed on
the atoms in order to ensure a significant capture into the magnetic trap in preparation
for evaporative cooling. For a purely magnetic trap, the energy of the atoms U in an
inhomogeneous magnetic field is:
U = gFmFµBB (3.6)
where gF is the Lande g-factor, mF is the magnetic sub-level, µB is the Bohr magneton
and B is the magnetic field. For the F = 2 energy level, the Lande g-factor is 1/2, and if
the product gFmF is positive, then the atoms will be attracted to regions of lower magnetic
field in order to minimise their energy, resulting in the mF = +1 and mF = +2 sub-levels
being magnetically trappable. Without any optical pumping, one would only expect to trap
atoms that are in the magnetically trappable mF = +1 and mF = +2 sub-levels - atoms
in the mF = -1 and mF = -2 sub-levels are actually high field seekers, attracted to regions
of higher magnetic field in order to lower their energy and thus will not be captured in the
magnetic trap. In order to capture more atoms into the magnetic trap, the compensating
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shim coils along the optical pumping axis are switched off, which returns the presence of
the small background magnetic field, and a short (500µs) pulse of σ+ light is directed onto
the atoms. The small magnetic field lifts the degeneracy of the magnetic sub-levels of the F
= 2 state, which then allows the σ+ pulse to swiftly pump the atoms into the magnetically
trappable mF = +1 and mF = +2 states (Figure 3.18). Spontaneous emission means the
atoms can relax back to any sub-level within the selection rules criteria, but the σ+ light
means that it can only pump atoms into a sub-level where the change in mF is +1, and so
in this way the atoms can be optically pumped to a magnetically trappable sub-level for
the magnetic trap to be turned on again.
Figure 3.18: Optical pumping schematic. The selection rule governing the σ+ transition
means only a change of mF of +1 is allowed, allowing the build up of atoms to the magnetic
trappable states.
Using this method, we are able to increase the number of atoms captured into the
magnetic trap by about a factor 3, as seen in the example plot of Figure 3.19. After the
optical pumping pulse has completed, the AOM used to produce the short pulse is switched
off and the shutter is then put down to block the light. Additionally it is important that
the 3D MOT repumper is left on throughout the optical pumping to avoid sending the
atoms to the F = 1 ground state.
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Figure 3.19: Example plot of the effect on atom number in the magnetic trap with (blue)
and without (red) optical pumping. Error bars are the scatter in atom number over multiple
runs. The time indicates the time-of-flight expansion before absorption imaging takes place.
The optical pumping gives an increase in atom number of about a factor 3, which is close
(within the error bars) to the theoretical value of 2.5.
3.7 Imaging
Absorption imaging is used to obtain information about the atoms for all stages once the
MOT has fully loaded. A short pulse of resonant light is sent onto the atoms and recorded
by a camera. Two further images of the same duration are also used in order to extract
quantitative information about the atoms - another imaging pulse of the same duration to
detect the imaging beam alone (i.e. with no atoms present) and an image of the background
light without the imaging beam (Figure 3.20). From these images, an estimate of the atom
number can be extracted. As well as atom number, the temperature of the cloud can be
determined using time-of-flight measurements.
For a determination of the atom number, the Beer-Lambert law describes the intensity
of a beam decaying exponentially as it passes through an atomic cloud [110]. As long as
the light intensity is well below the saturation intensity of the transition, then the intensity
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of the light can be described as:








with the light propagating in the z-direction. In equation 3.7, σ(ω) is the scattering cross
section for absorption, n(x, y, z) is the number density of the cloud, and the integral spans
the entire cloud size. For atoms that do not have a quantisation axis and with the Zeeman








with ω−ω0 = δImg and σ0(iso,eff) = 1.36 x 10−13 m2 [117], which is the resonant scattering
cross section for isotropic light polarisation between the F = 2→ F ′ = 3 transition for the

















where OD(x, y) is the optical density. The atom number N can then be obtained by
















( Iin(i, j)− Ibkg(i, j)
Iout(i, j)− Ibkg(i, j)
)
. (3.10)
In equation 3.10, i and j denote the CCD camera pixel indices, dpx is the pixel pitch, M is
the magnification of the imaging system, Iout(i, j) is the image of the absorption with the
atoms present, Iin(i, j) is the image of the imaging beam without the atoms present and
Ibkg(i, j) is the image of the background light without both the atoms and imaging light.
This method assumes the optical density stays the same over each camera pixel. Images in
our experimental sequence are separated by 200ms, and each pulse of imaging light lasts
80µs. Figure 3.20 shows an example of the three images plus the resulting atomic cloud
image.
The temperature of the cloud can be extracted by monitoring the width of the cloud
during time of flight, which indicates the momentum distribution of the cloud. The velocity























where T denotes the temperature of the atoms. For a ballistic expansion of the cloud, the



















A plot of the width of the cloud as a function of time allows the temperature T to be
extracted.
Figure 3.20: Example generation of an absorption image of an atomic cloud initially con-
fined in the magnetic trap, taken after 10ms of time-of-flight. a) Shadow of the atomic
cloud after absorption of the imaging beam; b) Imaging beam alone; c) Background light
alone; d) Atomic cloud image obtained from the previous images.
To record the images we use an Andor Luca CCD Camera (1004×1002 pixels, pixel
pitch 8µm), and imaging of the atomic cloud can be performed along either the horizontal
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axis or the vertical axis as required. For the initial trapping of a fully loaded MOT in
the magnetic trap, we use a horizontal imaging setup consisting of a 1:1 confocal telescope
with two f=60mm achromatic doublet lenses. For later stages of the experiment e.g. after
evaporation when magnification is required, we swap out the second f=60mm lens and
replace it with a f=150mm focal length doublet to provide a 1:2.5 confocal telescope, also
moving the position of the camera further back to compensate (Figure 3.21).
Figure 3.21: Setup used for horizontal imaging of the atomic cloud. Lens 1 has a focal
length of 60mm, while lens 2 is either a 60mm focal length lens or 150mm focal length lens
(if magnification is desired) - if so the camera position can be moved back.
The vertical imaging setup is slightly more complex - the lens located in the vertical
recess on the bottom of the octagon has three separate beams passing through it:
• a MOT beam incident on the atoms from below, which must be collimated at the
position of the atoms;
• an SLM beam incident on the atoms from below, which must be focused at the point
of the atoms (more details in chapter 4);
• a vertical imaging beam from above, meaning the lens must collimate the shadow
originating from the atomic cloud.
To accommodate this, we use the setup shown in Figure 3.22. Within the recess is a
f=40mm focal length lens, chosen to provide the most detailed SLM patterns originating
from the SLM (high N.A., small diffraction limit). A second f=40mm focal length lens,
set up as a 1:1 confocal telescope with the first lens, keeps the initially collimated MOT
beam unchanged, with only a slight loss of power that can be addressed. The short focal
length lenses chosen mean that the first image plane in this setup forms only 160mm from
where the atoms are, meaning it is almost impossible to place the camera at this point. To
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address this, we use another pair of lenses to create a second image plane on the camera.
By inserting a dichroic mirror (Thorlabs DMSP1000L) and a PBS between the two sets
of lenses, it allows the SLM light and MOT beam to be separated from the second set of
lenses, leaving just the imaging beam, which can then be magnified. To do this we use a
f=75mm doublet and f=200mm singlet lens to give a magnification of 2.67.
Figure 3.22: Setup used for vertical imaging of the atomic cloud. Lens 3 and lens 4 have a
focal length of 40mm, lens 5 has a focal length of 75mm, and lens 6 has a focal length of
200mm. The dichroic reflects the incoming 1064nm light originating from the SLM, and
transmits 780nm light (MOT beam and imaging beam). The PBS transmits the MOT
beam (coming from below), while the imaging beam is reflected, allowing the magnifying
telescope to be set up.
3.8 Evaporative Cooling
3.8.1 Hybrid Trap Design
Our experimental procedure for the evaporative cooling stage involves a hybrid trap - a
first stage of radio-frequency (RF) evaporative cooling in a purely magnetic trap, followed
by an adiabatic transfer to a high power focused optical dipole trap whereby the optical
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power is slowly reduced over time. In both cases, selective removal of the hottest atoms in
the ensemble allows the remaining atoms to re-thermalise at a lower temperature, resulting
in a gradual increase in phase space density. The schematic of our hybrid trap design is
shown in Figure 3.23, where the plot shows the potential experienced by the atoms under
the effects of gravity, the magnetic trap and the optical dipole trap.
Figure 3.23: Graph showing the potential experienced by the atoms as a function of ver-
tical (z) position. When the magnetic field gradient is relaxed, the magnetic potential
decreases until the atoms are transferred into the optical dipole potential instead. The
image alongside shows the vertical offset of the ODT from the zero point of the magnetic
field.
For the RF evaporation in the magnetic trap, the compression to 100Gcm−1 provides
a strong confinement as the RF knife sweeps through the atoms. After this process has
completed, the atoms must be transferred to the optical dipole trap for further evaporation.
To avoid potential losses arising from Majorana spin flips near the zero point of the magnetic
field, the optical dipole trap is vertically offset from the centre of the magnetic trap (see
Figure 3.23). To perform the transfer, the magnetic field gradient is relaxed from its
compressed value down to a much shallower gradient such that the vertical component
is just unable to support the atoms against gravity - the result of this is that the atoms
are slowly transferred into the deep optical potential. Once the transfer has completed,
evaporative cooling can continue in this combined (hybrid) potential.
Before the beginning of the evaporative cooling sequence, we load (1.2 ± 0.05)×109
atoms at a temperature of (244 ± 8)µK after the compression to 100Gcm−1. The typical
lifetime τ of the atomic cloud in the magnetic trap is >60s; an example lifetime measure-
ment with τ = (138 ± 46)s is shown in Figure 3.24.
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Figure 3.24: An example magnetic trap lifetime measurement. The lifetime was measured
to be τ = (138 ± 46)s for this particular run - this lifetime is consistent with a pressure of
10−11Torr.
3.8.2 Radio-frequency Evaporation in the Magnetic Trap
In terms of our experimental procedure, the RF evaporation stage begins immediately
following the compression of the atoms in the magnetic trap (to 100Gcm−1). The schematic
of this RF evaporation procedure is shown in Figure 3.25. In short, the hotter proportion
of the atomic ensemble is transferred from a low-field seeking trapped magnetic sub-level
(mF = +2) to a high-field seeking anti-trapped state (mF = −1 or mF = −2). With a
large proportion of hotter atoms removed, the remaining atoms are able to re-thermalise
via collisions resulting in a decrease of the temperature of the ensemble. One potential
issue with this procedure is the degeneracy of the magnetic sublevels at the centre of the
trap (where the magnetic field is zero; see Figure 3.25) - with no Zeeman splitting, atoms
may undergo a spin-flip from a low-field seeking trapped state to a high-field seeking anti-
trapped state, and since the coldest atoms will be located near the zero point, this would
be a detrimental effect to happen when trying to achieve cold, dense clouds. It is for this
reason that we set up our hybrid trap scheme to allow us to continue to evaporatively cool
the atoms and avoid the losses through Majorana spin flips.
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Figure 3.25: Schematic of RF evaporation in a purely magnetic trap. The more energetic
atoms are flipped from a low-field seeking trapped state to a high-field seeking anti-trapped
state.
To generate the RF radiation we use a setup consisting of two single loops of wire in
the Helmholtz configuration, wound around the existing magnetic coils for the 3D MOT.
The sweep itself is output from a TTi TG2000 function generator. The power of the RF
radiation from the function generator is not enough to expel atoms from the magnetic trap
and so we connected the output of the function generator to a 40dB gain RF amplifier (Mini
Circuits ZHL-5W-1), which has a maximum output power of 5W. A 50Ω RF terminator is
connected in series with the coils for impedance matching, while the function generator is
connected to the amplifier via a combination of attenuators and a limiter (Mini Circuits
VLM-33W-2W-S+), set up to ensure the input power to the amplifier does not exceed the
designated maximum.
As seen in Figure 3.25, the amount of splitting of the magnetic sub-levels increases with
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magnetic field strength and, subsequently, with distance from the trap centre. The function
generator has a maximum RF frequency output of 20MHz, but in our case we found that
almost no atoms were evaporated in the range 20→17MHz. For this reason we chose 17MHz
as the starting point for our sweep. Other parameters to optimise include the amplitude
of the output, end frequency point and duration of the sweep. We found that a 1V peak-
to-peak signal output from the function generator did not cause significant evaporation
and so we chose to work with a 2V peak-to-peak output signal. The end frequency point
should be chosen such that a significantly low enough temperature is reached in order to
transfer to the optical dipole trap, but not sweeping too far such that atoms start to be
lost to the Majorana spin-flips. In our case, the end point of our sweep is set to be 1.4MHz.
The duration of the sweep can be shortened or extended depending on the collision rate -
if the collision rate is low, the sweep time can be extended to allow the atoms more time
to re-thermalise via collisions. We found that a sweep duration of 10s proved sufficient for
a magnetic trap with a 100Gcm−1 field gradient - further compression could be used to
lower the sweep duration but we found the increased heating imparted to the atoms to be
too detrimental. Segmented ramps were also attempted but it was found that the linear
ramp gave the best results.
Therefore, the full RF sweep we use is a 10 second sweep from 17MHz to 1.4MHz at a 2V
peak-to-peak output amplitude. At the conclusion of the sweep, absorption images taken
indicate the atom number is (2.4 ± 0.5)×107 atoms, at a temperature of (19.7 ± 0.25)µK.
Values for the atom number N and temperature T can be used to obtain the phase space
density (PSD) for the atomic cloud, which is used as the optimisation parameter when
performing the evaporation. In the purely quadrupole magnetic trap, the phase space











where B′ is the axial magnetic field gradient and µB is the Bohr magneton. With equation
3.14 the PSD of the atomic cloud can be calculated for various stages of the RF evaporation.
At the end of the RF evaporation, a phase space density of (6.9 ± 1.1)×10−4 is achieved
using the atom number and temperature from above. A PSD plot showing the effect of the
evaporation on the phase space density as the sweep progresses is shown in Figure 3.26.
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Figure 3.26: The PSD plot for the radio frequency evaporation procedure. The rightmost
value is the PSD directly after compression to 100Gcm−1 in the magnetic trap. The
leftmost value is the PSD at the conclusion of the RF sweep.
3.8.3 Optical Evaporation in a Focused ODT
Further evaporation proceeds using a focused 1064nm optical dipole trap. Far away from
atomic resonance, the scattering force prominent in the laser cooling process becomes
negligible and the atoms experience a purely conservative potential in the presence of the
light - a concept known as the gradient force. The potential experienced by the atoms
depends on the detuning and intensity of the light. For red-detuned light, atoms will be
attracted to regions of higher intensity, allowing a trap to form at the focus of a single laser
beam (Figure 3.27).
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Figure 3.27: a) The atomic ground state is shifted to lower energy while in the presence of
far red-detuned light; b) In the case of a Gaussian laser beam, the corresponding shift for
the ground state resembles a well that reflects the Gaussian nature of the trapping laser,
causing the atom to sit at the lowest potential (highest intensity).
Our focused optical dipole trap is produced using a fibre laser (IPG Photonics, YLP-
5-1070-LP), capable of a maximum 5W output at a wavelength of 1064nm. The beam
has a 1/e2 waist of 1mm; to produce a planned spot size of 50µm, we use the following
combination of lenses in our optical setup - a 150mm lens and two 60mm lens, one of which
is already in place in the horizontal recessed viewport. At 100% power, which corresponds
to roughly 3.5W being directed onto the atoms after taking into account reflection and
transmission losses, a trap with an estimated depth of 120µK is created. A diagram
showing the beam path is displayed in Figure 3.28.
For the initial alignment we are able to make use of the overlap with the horizontal
imaging beam to align the ODT beam roughly onto the centre of the imaging beam. The
confinement of the ODT beam is fairly weak along the propagation axis, but initial coarse
alignment could be performed by looking at absorption images of the cloud after the RF
evaporation with the ODT beam on and off - coarse alignment was achieved when a slight
increase in the density of the cloud could be observed when the ODT was on. Further
optimisation could be performed by optimising the atom number and temperature after
the transfer.
To perform the transfer, the magnetic field gradient is ramped down from 100Gcm−1
to a designated lower value (below the MOT value of 17cm−1) such that the gradient
just under-compensates gravity along the vertical (so that atoms can still escape when the
optical evaporation is performed). The best value for us was deemed to be 14Gcm−1 - any
higher and we found that some atoms eventually returned to the camera field of view after
a long enough wait time and so they hadn’t managed to escape the trap. We perform our
field relaxation in a time of 1s. The optimal position of the ODT in the vertical direction
was 60µm below the zero point of the magnetic trap.
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Figure 3.28: Optical setup for the horizontal ODT light. Some additional mirrors before
the motorised waveplate are omitted for clarity. The lenses have the following focal lengths:
Lens 1 = 100mm, Lens 2 = 100mm, Lens 3 = 150mm, Lens 4 = 60mm, Lens 5 = 60mm.
Lens 1 is mounted on a translation stage.
To carry out evaporative cooling, we use a λ/2 waveplate mounted on a motorised
rotatable stage (Thorlabs PRM1Z8 and TDC-001) next to a PBS - as the waveplate is
rotated the power of the optical dipole trap is reduced steadily. As seen in Figure 3.28, a
1:1 confocal telescope is placed after the PBS to allow a mechanical shutter to be placed
in the focus of this telescope, allowing it to block off the light effectively. The first lens of
this telescope is additionally mounted on a translation stage, which allows for the focus of
the ODT to be shifted if necessary. To avoid overheating and damaging the shutter, the
ODT is let through onto the atoms from the beginning of the experimental sequence - no
change in atom number or temperature was observed in the early stages of the sequence
when taking data and leaving the ODT on or off.
With the setup established, the optimised transfer into the ODT led to an atom number
of (1.0 ± 1.6)×107 atoms at a temperature of (8.8 ± 0.1)µK. The lifetime in the ODT was
measured to be (29.5 ± 9.4)s, reduced from the longer magnetic trap lifetime due to the
finite optical trap depth, resulting in some free evaporation. An example lifetime plot is
shown in Figure 3.29.
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Figure 3.29: An example lifetime measurement obtained for atoms held in the ODT, mea-
sured as τ = (30 ± 9)s.













µBB′/mzmin (under the assumption that the magnetic field dominates
the confinement along the propagation of the beam, due to the relatively weak focusing
of the ODT, and zmin is the distance below the zero point of the magnetic trap where
the ODT is located), ωy = ωz = 2
√
U0/mw20 (whereby the ODT confinement is dominant
over the magnetic field along these axes) and U0 and w0 is the ODT trap depth and waist
respectively.
After the transfer, evaporative cooling in the optical trap can proceed. The velocity
with which the waveplate rotates is determined by the start and end points of the rotation,
as well as the time taken. There is also a small period of acceleration and deceleration
at the beginning and end of each ramp, but apart from those small windows the constant
velocity ensures a linear rotation. The transmission and reflection response of the PBS is
sinusoidal. Investigations with the optical evaporation involved different durations for the
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ramps and also whether a single ramp or a double segmented ramp gave the best results. In
our case, a double segmented ramp was decided upon, with an initial 100% to 30% power
in 3s ramp succeeded by a 30% to X% ramp, where X is a user-defined final power, in 9s,
giving a total of 12s duration optical ramp. A small amount of leakage light is present at
the minimum position of the waveplate, but the power was measured to be about 10mW
and no atoms were retained, allowing for full control over the evaporation process. A PSD
plot of the full evaporation process combining both RF evaporation and optical evaporation
is shown in Figure 3.30.
Figure 3.30: PSD plot for both RF evaporation and optical evaporation sequences. Data
points in blue correspond to RF evaporation, while those in red correspond to optical
evaporation in the hybrid trap.
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3.9 Bose-Einstein Condensation
Further evaporation proceeds in the optical dipole trap until the onset of Bose-Einstein
condensation can be observed. Absorption images obtained at long time-of-flight intervals
reveal a bimodal distribution present in the cloud, indicating an accumulation of atoms in
the lowest quantum state. For a harmonic potential, the condensed atoms take the form
of an inverted parabola that is superimposed on top of the regular Gaussian distribution
of atoms that have not condensed, with the fraction of atoms in this regime increasing as
evaporation proceeds and the PSD increases. The presence of this central peak appearing
on top of the regular thermal distribution of the atoms can be seen in Figure 3.31 below.
The density of the inverted parabola takes the form [110]:














with a peak density nBEC(0, 0, 0) at the centre of the trap and where the density goes to
zero beyond the values of x = ±Rx, y = ±Ry and z = ±Rz. This bimodal distribution is
retained and so it can be observed at the long TOF absorption images [118] seen in the
Figures. As the absorption images taken provide the column density of the cloud, equation
3.16 needs to be integrated along the imaging (z) axis:












We approximate the non-condensed (thermal) fraction of the cloud below the critical tem-
perature to a standard Gaussian distribution. For estimating the condensate fraction in
the absorption images above, a combined fit comprising both a Gaussian fit and a Thomas-






















The overall function is integrated to give the total atom number NTot, while the integrated
thermal function gives NThermal. These numbers are then used to obtain an estimate for
the condensate fraction of the cloud.
The onset of Bose-Einstein condensation was observed for trap depths below 2.88µK.
The Gaussian component of the fit to the thermal cloud at this point (just as BEC onset
occurs) can be used to give an estimate of the temperature of the cloud which in turn leads
to an estimation of the critical temperature, which in our case comes out as TC ∼ 230nK.
As can be seen from Figure 3.31, a 97% BEC is achieved at a trap depth of 1.2µK, with
an atom number of (1.95 ± 0.3)×105.
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Figure 3.31: Absorption image surface plots (left) and associated fits (right) for atomic
clouds at increasingly lower optical evaporation stages. Images taken with -4MHz detun-
ing for the imaging beam and 21ms TOF; a) Trap depth = 2.88µK, nTot = 1.54×106,
nBEC/nTot = 0.12; b) Trap depth = 2.76µK, nTot = 1.16×106, nBEC/nTot = 0.30; c)
Trap depth = 2.40µK, nTot = 1.08×106, nBEC/nTot = 0.52; d) Trap depth = 1.80µK,
nTot = 6.09×105, nBEC/nTot = 0.74; e) Trap depth = 1.44µK, nTot = 3.65×105,
nBEC/nTot = 0.85; f) Trap depth = 1.20µK, nTot = 1.95×105, nBEC/nTot = 0.97.
A table summarising the optimised atom number, temperature and PSD for each of
the main experimental stages is shown in Table 3.3.
Experiment Stage Atom Number Temperature (µK) PSD
MOT Loading 1.4×109 - -
Optical Molasses 1.4×109 50 -
Magnetic Trap Compression 1.3×109 245 5.0×10−7
RF Evaporation 2.4×107 19.6 6.9×10−4
ODT Transfer 1.0×107 8.5 0.03
ODT Evaporation (Pure BEC) 2.0×105 0.23 14.2
Table 3.3: Atom number, temperature and approximate PSD after each main experimental
stage.
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3.10 Full Experimental Sequence Procedure
The experiment is controlled and executed using the LabVIEW software program, which
generates various analogue and digital signals that are then sent to the various computer-
controlled parts of the experiment using two Data Acquisition (DAQ) cards (National
Instruments PCI-6723 and PCI-6229).
A full experimental sequence example is shown in Figure 3.32. When this is run, the
first step is that the motorised stage housing the waveplate rotates to its initial starting
position (usually, maximum power available for the ODT). Once this has been set, the
MOT then loads for a predetermined time (either 10 or 30 seconds) with a magnetic field
gradient of 17Gcm−1. Once MOT loading has completed the 2D cooling, repumper and
push beams are blocked using mechanical shutters (a time of about 6ms is sufficient for
the shutters to close), at which point the optical molasses stage begins. The detuning of
the 3D MOT beams is ramped from -20MHz to -60MHz in 5ms, while at the same time
the magnetic field gradient is ramped down to zero from 17Gcm−1. Optical molasses lasts
for 10ms. Following the optical molasses is the optical pumping stage into the appropriate
magnetic sub-level, for which the 3D cooling beams and the shim coils along the optical
pumping axis are switched off. A 0.5ms pulse of optical pumping light is sent using an
AOM on the path to perform the optical pumping, and the 3D repumper stays on during
this process until the OP shutter shuts once again (due to some small leakage through
the OP AOM). Once all the 780nm laser light is switched off the OP axis shim coils are
switched back on, along with the magnetic trapping coils, switched on at 50Gcm−1 using
a relay and ramped to 100Gcm−1 in 100ms. The atoms are held at 100Gcm−1 while the
radio-frequency sweep proceeds over the next 10s, ramping from 17MHz to 1.4MHz. After
a 300ms wait after the RF, the magnetic field gradient is expanded from 100Gcm−1 down
to 14Gcm−1 in 1s, transferring the atoms to the full power ODT in the process. A 1s hold
in the ODT allows for some free evaporation to occur before the trap depth is lowered.
A two-stage ramp is then performed for the optical trap depth, from 100% to 30% in 3s,
and then from 30% down to a user-specified final value in 9s with the motorised rotatable
waveplate. Atoms can be held for a further 1s in the ODT for further free evaporation
before the ODT is switched off using another mechanical shutter, at the same time the
magnetic field gradient is switched off. A designated time-of-flight then occurs for the
atoms, after which 3 pulses of imaging light are sent and the absorption images recorded
by the Andor camera for analysis.
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Figure 3.32: Schematic showing an example of a full experimental run. Shutters are omitted
for clarity. The imaging stage pulse length is 80µs per pulse.
The LabVIEW computer is networked to the analysis computer, where the images are
analysed and data can be plotted and fitted. When an experimental sequence is initiated,
a data package is sent to the analysis computer from the LabVIEW computer using the
User Datagram Protocol (UDP), containing information such as the run number, variable
parameters and camera settings. After the Andor camera is triggered and the three im-
ages are taken and saved at the analysis computer, fitting is automatically performed and
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parameters such as atom number, cloud width, etc. are extracted from the image as the
program updates. These parameters can be plotted in real time in the DatFitAna pro-
gram, allowing for fast plotting of temperature fits, exponential curves, etc., as soon as an
experimental run finishes. This data acquisition and analysis schematic is shown in Figure
3.33 below.
Figure 3.33: Diagram of the data acquisition and analysis setup for a typical experimental
run.
3.11 Summary
In conclusion, we have designed and constructed a double vacuum chamber apparatus to
realise the first BECs at St Andrews. This setup allows a significant atomic flux to be
generated within the higher pressure 2D MOT loading chamber, while allowing a large
MOT with a long lifetime to be loaded within the 3D MOT experiment chamber. MOT
optimisation was performed over a large parameter space, after which the optimised fully
loaded MOT is stored and compressed in a purely conservative quadrupole trap. A first
stage of evaporative cooling using radio frequency evaporation is optimised by determin-
ing the phase-space density of the atoms at the conclusion of the sweep, after which the
atoms are adiabatically transferred to a vertically offset, high power, far-detuned optical
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dipole trap. Further evaporation, achieved by reducing the optical power, is successful in
producing Bose-Einstein condensed atoms, with a 97% BEC obtained at an atom number
of (1.95 ± 0.3)×105.
Chapter 4
Cold Atoms in Holographic
Optical Traps using a Phase-only
Spatial Light Modulator
4.1 Introduction
This chapter details the work undertaken in loading cold atoms into red-detuned optical
traps, generated using a single phase-only spatial light modulator (SLM). Beginning with a
description of the operation of an SLM, as well as the different variations of SLM available,
the focus will then turn to the different methods of phase generation techniques used in this
work. Having generated a suitable phase profile, or hologram, that can be applied to the
SLM, some examples of simple light patterns extending along the propagation axis of the
ODT and shown to be capable of trapping cold atoms are provided. Trapping with more
complicated patterns, however, requires the use of a light sheet to be set up to provide
additional confinement. The addition of the light sheet in our setup allows more complex,
two-dimensional geometries to be attempted, and we successfully manage to trap atoms in
geometries that have applications for quantum simulation and atomtronics.
4.2 Phase-only Liquid Crystal SLMs
A spatial light modulator (SLM) is a diffractive optical device consisting of an array of
liquid crystal (LC) pixels. The individual liquid crystal pixels are birefringent, meaning
that light passing through the medium experiences a different refractive index depending on
the orientation of the pixel. The SLM is therefore capable of imparting a phase modulation
onto an incoming light field by varying the orientation of the liquid crystal pixels. The
orientation of the pixels is manipulated using an array of electrodes connected to the pixels
(Figure 4.1).
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There are two main types of LC SLM based on the type of liquid crystal material.
Ferroelectric liquid crystal (FLC) SLMs have the superior refresh rate (in the kHz regime)
compared to the nematic liquid crystal (NLC) SLMs, which only manage refresh rates
between 10-100Hz (although more recently faster nematic devices are becoming available,
see for example Meadowlark). However, FLC SLMs can only manage a binary change
when it comes to the phase modulation, which substantially limits the complexity of phase
pattern that can generated. NLC devices, on the other hand, can achieve between 500-
1000 levels of phase modulation between 0 and 2π (with 16-bit devices becoming more
common), allowing for significantly more complex phase patterns if high refresh rates are
not required. Additionally, SLM devices can operate either in transmission or reflection
mode. Reflective SLMs, such as the one in Figure 4.1, have a slightly higher fill factor than
the transmissive types: in transmission modulation the addressing wires must be between
the pixels, rather than behind them as in reflection mode.
Figure 4.1: Principle of operation for an electronically addressed liquid crystal spatial light
modulator. The birefringence of the liquid crystal pixels retards parts of an incoming
wavefront, applying a phase modulation.
For the work undertaken in loading cold atoms into red-detuned optical traps, we use
an electronically addressed reflective nematic liquid crystal SLM. This allows for more
complexity when it comes to atom trap generation, at the cost of a slower refresh rate.
Additionally, operating in phase-only modulation of the light field results in better light
efficiencies compared to amplitude modulation or some combination of amplitude and
phase modulation. The SLM model used for the trapping of cold atoms is a Boulder
Nonlinear Systems (BNS) XY-series P256 phase-only SLM, while for the conjugate gradient
minimisation investigations we were loaned a Meadowlark XY-series P1920 SLM (more
details in section 4.4). For the BNS P256 SLM, each pixel is capable of imparting a phase
shift between 0 and 2π in steps of 256 onto an incident light field, with a total pixel array
size of 256×256 and a pixel pitch of 24µm. When the incident light field has vertical linear
polarisation the SLM provides a phase-only modulation response.
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4.3 Phase Pattern Generation Techniques
The principle behind using an SLM to create light patterns with which to trap cold atoms
is the Fourier transform relationship existing between the electric field at some defined
input plane, and the output electric field in the far field after diffraction. The far field
diffraction can be modelled with a Fourier transform F such that:
ε′(x′) = F [ε(x)] (4.1)
where ε(x) is the electric field at the SLM plane (with the phase modulation applied) and
ε′(x′) is the electric field in the far field; equivalently, the far field limit can be realised
experimentally with a lens (Figure 4.2). This relationship means that a desired intensity
distribution in the output plane, given by I = |ε′(x′)|2 using the nomenclature defined
above, can be created if the corresponding hologram (or phase profile) that modifies the
incoming light field can be realised.
Figure 4.2: Experimental realisation of the far field diffraction limit with a lens placed after
the SLM. The Fourier transform relationship allows arbitrary intensity pattern generation
in the output plane. In the above diagram, the far field is imaged onto a CCD camera.
Assuming that we know the full details of the input light field (e.g. a Gaussian laser
beam), the question becomes what is the necessary phase modulation to be displayed on
the SLM that results in the desired intensity distribution in the output plane. However,
if one wants to obtain the input plane hologram, then one needs to know the full electric
field information in the output plane. Unfortunately, in most circumstances, we only know
the amplitude information in both planes (the input Gaussian laser and the desired output
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plane light distribution), but we do not know the phase profile in either plane. If one
were to assume a uniform phase at the output plane, then the output electric field can
be defined and an inverse Fourier transform can be performed to obtain the input electric
field. Usually, however, this results not only in a phase modulation in the input plane,
but also some amplitude modulation. The amplitude of the light at the input plane in
our case is fixed (given by a Gaussian beam distribution), and so we cannot use this as a
method. To overcome this, some simplifications can be made - when performing cold atom
trapping, the phase of the light at the output plane does not affect the trapping profile.
This “phase freedom” means that the phase at the output plane can have any value, and
consequently one can improve the hologram at the input plane until the desired output
amplitude is realised. However, the phase freedom does mean there is no exact analytical
solution for the SLM phase - numerous solutions are possible and so the phase profile must
be obtained computationally.
There are two main methods of phase retrieval discussed in this section. One is the
Iterative Fourier Transform Algorithm (IFTA) approach to hologram generation - in short,
iteratively Fourier transforming between and applying perturbative modulations to the in-
put and output plane gradually improves the phase hologram and subsequently the target
light profile at the output until a convergence point is reached. The most common and ac-
curate version of IFTA is the Mixed-Region Amplitude Freedom (MRAF) algorithm, which
will be discussed. However, the IFTA routine is not actually a minimisation algorithm.
An example of a cost function minimisation routine is the method of using Conjugate
Gradients (CG) as an approach to hologram generation, which provides a guided, efficient
optimisation process through judicious choice of cost function. Both the MRAF and CG
minimisation algorithms are used in this work and will be described next.
4.3.1 Iterative Fourier Transform Algorithms
As mentioned, the IFTA is not a minimisation technique - the operating principle is based
on computationally iteratively Fourier transforming between the input and output plane,
making use of the phase freedom and at each iteration forcing the amplitude to be either
that of the Gaussian laser beam at the input plane or that of the target light distribution
at the output plane. The phase of the light is retained at each iteration and consequently
evolves as the algorithm progresses towards a solution. The first IFTAs were those devel-
oped by Gerchberg and Saxton [119] in 1972. Commonly known as the GS algorithm, it
works as follows.
The first iteration determines the electric field at the input plane E
(1)
in , consisting of the






Careful choice of the initial guess phase helps the starting conditions for the IFTA to be
more favourable [120]. With an input plane electric field fully defined, it is then Fast
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Fourier Transformed (FFT) to model the resulting electric field E
(1)


















out is the resulting output plane amplitude for the first iteration, with ϕ
(1) being
the corresponding output plane phase. At this point the output plane light amplitude is
unlikely to match the desired target profile, and so the phase is retained at this point in the
algorithm and the amplitude is now enforced to be that of the desired target light profile







Now, the inverse FFT can be performed on G
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in being the resulting amplitude back at the input plane and φ
(1) being the new
phase profile. Now, the input plane light amplitude will not match the (fixed) Gaussian
laser beam profile, and so the phase profile is again retained and the amplitude at the
input plane is now enforced to be that of the Gaussian laser beam A0 once again. Once
this change has been made, the resulting electric field E
(2)






This completes one iteration of the algorithm and the further iterations proceed in a similar
way, each time retaining the phase profile at the input or output plane and enforcing the
amplitude. The algorithm progresses until either the number of iterations reaches a user-
specified limit, or when a defined error metric difference between successive iterations drops
below a certain value. A typical error metric is the root mean square (RMS) error between
the target amplitude τ and the predicted output amplitude Aout for iteration n summed












2 − τ(x, y)2
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(4.9)
after which a stagnation criterion can be defined as:
ε(n) − ε(n−1) < 10−k (4.10)
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with k being the user-defined stagnation number. After the algorithm concludes, the final
phase profile φ(n) can be exported to the SLM in the experimental setup. A block diagram
of the IFTA process is shown in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: Block diagram for the IFTA procedure.
The GS version of the IFTA can work well for relatively simple discrete patterns (e.g.
simple Gaussian spot patterns), but has more difficulty producing smooth and accurate
continuous patterns - the predicted intensity profiles tend to suffer from some speckle which
would result in a rough, uneven potential if attempting to trap cold atoms.
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4.3.2 Mixed Region Amplitude Freedom Algorithm
An improvement on the GS algorithm was realised in 2008 by Pasienski and DeMarco [120],
titled the Mixed Region Amplitude Freedom (MRAF) algorithm. As the name suggests,
instead of imposing the amplitude to be constrained over the entire output plane, this
algorithm allows for some amount of amplitude freedom as well as the phase freedom from
the usual IFTA. The MRAF algorithm achieves this by splitting the output plane into
different regions - any light that is not contributing to the target pattern can instead be
placed in a region far away from the pattern location, and in this region the amplitude is
allowed to be unconstrained. As expected, this does lower the light efficiency of the target
pattern as part of the light is dispersed into a separate region, but it does result in greatly
improved accuracy and smoothness.
The regions of the output plane that are now defined are:
• a signal region (SR) that encompasses the target pattern plus some additional zero-
intensity region to separate the target light profile from any noisy light, in which the
amplitude is kept constrained and the phase unconstrained,
• a measure region (MR), which is a subset of the SR and includes the high intensity
parts of the target pattern, defined for the purposes of error calculations,
• a noise region (NR), which is the entire output plane that is not included in the SR
and in which both the amplitude and phase is left unconstrained.
The relationship between these output plane regions can be seen in Figure 4.4. To
take into account the amplitude freedom constraint in the NR, the electric field G
(n)
out from
equation 4.5 before is modified to:
G
(n)





Instead of enforcing the amplitude to be that of the target, a fraction of the target profile is
mixed in to the output amplitude, defined by the mixing parameter m. Part of the light is
transferred to the NR as defined by the equation above, and now the algorithm is capable
of evolving towards a smoother, more accurate intensity profile.
Additionally, careful definition of the SR means that the dispersed light can be placed
sufficiently far away from where the target pattern is placed to avoid the noise light being
in close proximity to the atoms when trying to trap atoms experimentally. A further course
of action would be to place an iris after the SLM in the first focal plane, which can then
be imaged onto the atoms - if centred on the first order of diffraction, then the iris could
be used to block the NR light.
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Figure 4.4: Diagram indicating the corresponding regions of the output plane (in red) when
using the MRAF algorithm for a Gaussian ring target light profile. The SR is typically
defined to be significantly larger than the target profile to ensure any noisy light is not
placed close to what would be the trapping profile.
A comparison between the GS algorithm and the MRAF algorithm can be seen in
Figure 4.5, which compares a Gaussian ring target profile with the predicted outputs for
both the GS and MRAF. As can be seen, the predicted MRAF profile contains much less
fragmentation at the cost of less light efficiency, with the excess light placed away from the
predicted profile.














2 − τ(x, y)2
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(4.12)
where NMR is the number of pixels in the measure region and Ãout is the renormalised
output electric field (such that the maximum intensity in the predicted output field matches
the maximum intensity of the target). Both the GS and MRAF algorithms are coded in
MATLAB. The MRAF codes were used for the multi-wavelength investigations, in section
4.4.1, and also for some of the initial atom traps done experimentally. Before that, a
review of an alternative phase pattern generation technique based on conjugate gradient
minimisation will be described.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the predicted intensity profiles for a Gaussian ring target pattern
using the GS and MRAF algorithms. The GS algorithm struggles to produce a smooth,
uniform output, while the MRAF algorithm produces a much smoother output at the cost
of light efficiency. In the GS case the light efficiency was 99%, while for MRAF the efficiency
was 15.26% obtained with a mixing parameter of m = 0.3. Error values obtained from 200
iterations were εGSMR = 12.4% and ε
MRAF
MR = 0.2%. Excess light placed at the boundary of
the signal region can also be seen in the MRAF output.
4.3.3 Conjugate Gradient Minimisation
As previously mentioned, IFTA algorithms are not actually minimisation algorithms; some
examples of minimisation algorithms include direct search [121] or genetic algorithms [122].
Both algorithms benefit from a directed minimisation process, but in turn they are com-
putationally far more demanding compared to the IFTAs, requiring a longer run time and
often using more memory. Defining a specific cost function also means that the algorithm
can be better guided compared to the IFTA, as more importance can be given to specific
regions and the cost function appropriately tailored. The most basic and brute force min-
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imisation technique is the direct search algorithm [121] - after an initial guess hologram is
defined, the algorithm changes the phase value of each pixel sequentially and, after each
change, computes the cost function (which might be the difference between the target out-
put profile and the predicted profile). If the cost function is lowered, the pixel change is
retained; if not, the pixel change is reversed. The algorithm then progresses towards a min-
imum of the cost function but as expected this expends considerable time and computing
power; even more demand is placed on the computer if the pixel changes are not binary
and multiple phase values are possible.
An alternative to direct search algorithms is the method of genetic algorithms. Instead
of a single initial guess phase profile, a range of initial phase profiles are chosen and they are
used to produce a new set of holograms via a breeding process. The new set of holograms
are compared against each other using a designated cost function and the best ones are kept
for future breeding processes. Genetic algorithms were the focus of a Masters student in
our group in 2015 and it was found to be effective for simple patterns with a binary phase
value. Larger patterns and multiple phase levels required a huge amount of computing
power, with run times taking several hours and extra RAM having to be used. More
information can be found in Callum MacArthur’s Masters thesis [123].
Another alternative, and the focus of this subsection, is the method of conjugate gradi-
ents, originally developed in our group in 2012 [124, 125]. The conjugate gradient approach
makes use of the derivative of a chosen cost function and reaches a minimum by using this
gradient, rather than scan through an entire parameter space.
The simplest form of gradient minimisation approach is that of the method of steep-
est descent. In the steepest descent approach, we can consider a simple two-dimensional
parameter space - this would equate to an SLM with just two pixels, but those two pixels
could take multiple phase values. A cost function that is parabolic in shape can be defined.
In order to find the minimum of the two-dimensional space, the calculation starts in some
initial position. Then, from this location the direction in the parameter space of steepest
descent is determined for the chosen cost function. The calculation moves in this direction
until the cost function reaches the minimum. Once the minimum has been reached, the
calculation then moves in the orthogonal direction to the previous direction, and contin-
ues along this path until the minimum is again reached. This new direction incidentally
corresponds to the direction of steepest descent at the new position. Subsequent steps are
then taken in a similar fashion until the total minimum is found. A diagram showing the
steepest descent minimisation routine for a two-dimensional space is shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Diagram illustrating the method of steepest descent for finding the minimum
of a chosen cost function for a simple two-dimensional parameter space. In the above
diagram, the blue point is the starting position and the red point is the location of the
minimum - the algorithm progresses along the path of steepest descent each time, but there
is nothing that stops the algorithm from following a direction it has previously attempted.
Part of the problem with the method of steepest descent is that the calculation often
follows a path in the same direction as previous iterations, since each step taken is in an
orthogonal direction to the previous one. This could lead to an increase in calculation
time if the initial starting position is poorly chosen. The method of conjugate gradient
minimisation overcomes this and will be briefly described here - a more thorough description
can be found in [126].
Instead of choosing the orthogonal direction being taken once a minimum is reached,
the conjugate direction is instead taken, defined as:
dT1 Ad2 = 0 (4.13)
where d1 and d2 are the search vectors which are conjugate to one another with respect to
the matrix A. Another way to view the conjugate vectors is taking orthogonal directions,
but in a stretched space - two vectors that are conjugate in the space A are orthogonal
when the space is converted to an isotropic space A’, as shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Diagram illustrating the method of conjugate gradients for finding the minimum
for the same cost function and parameter space as Figure 4.6. The CG method converges
in significantly fewer steps (a) compared to the method of steepest descent, while (b) shows
that in a stretched parameter space A’ (such that the parabola is symmetric) the two search
directions become orthogonal.
To generate the search directions, conjugation of the steepest descent directions is
performed used a conjugate Gram-Schmidt process, resulting in the following equation
[126]:
di+1 = ri+1 + βi+1di. (4.14)
Here, i denotes the iteration step, ri+1 is the direction of steepest descent at the location





When carrying out the calculation, the computer needs only to store the previous search
direction and previous steepest descent direction, resulting in a computationally efficient
minimisation process. Our group has shown that highly accurate hologram calculations are
possible with the conjugate gradient method [124]. For our hologram calculations, a block
diagram describing the conjugate gradient method is shown in Figure 4.8. The initial input
electric field is once again defined using both the (fixed) input amplitude and an educated
guess phase. The Fourier transform method is once again used to model the output electric
field. For the first iteration, the direction of steepest descent is calculated for the chosen
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cost function (which the user defines; typically, the chosen cost function to minimise looks
at the difference between the target light field and the predicted light field, but there exists
a large amount of freedom to tailor the cost function in order to improve the algorithm -
more details in section 4.4.2). Physically, the steepest descent corresponds to the greatest
rate of change for each pixel, and the algorithm changes each pixel in this way to minimise
the designated cost function. Once completed, the pixel values are set to those that give
the minimum. This gives a new input plane phase profile, which sets up the next iteration
of the calculation. For each subsequent iteration after Fourier transforming to the output
plane, the conjugate direction is calculated for the previous search direction, and the pixel
values again changed such that a minimum is obtained. At the conclusion, the pixel values
are set to those values that give a minimum and the next iteration is established. The
process continues in this way until the cost function change between successive iterations
stagnates or the maximum number of iterations is reached. Just like for the MRAF, the
final phase profile can be exported to be used experimentally.
As previously mentioned, careful choice of cost function is capable of guiding the min-
imisation process and greatly improving the final results. An example of this is seen in
Figure 4.9, which is a figure that can be found in [125]. In Figure 4.9a), the cost function
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As can be seen, the predicted output light profile contains multiple points with large
variations in intensity between neighbouring pixels. This is a result of a phase winding
occurring in the output plane, and the algorithm struggles because attempting to correct
for these actually would cause an increase in the cost function value, which the algorithm
(with the cost function defined above) will not do. As such, it gets stuck in this minimum,
but the light profile is clearly not acceptable. Fortunately, a cost function that penalises
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Figure 4.8: Block diagram describing the method of conjugate gradients for calculating
phase holograms.
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Figure 4.9: Example of cost function importance for calculation of a second-order power-
law trap. The left plots shows the intensity profiles. while the right shows the location
of phase windings in the output plane, with the circled area denoting the SR for the
target pattern. The green inset shows the target intensity, while the red insets show the
predicted intensity after 20000 iterations of CG minimisation. For cost function Ca in (a),
the algorithm struggles to remove the phase windings in the region of the target profile and
so the resulting output intensity contains multiple instances of large differences in intensity
between neighbouring pixels. Cost function Cb greatly improves the output intensity profile
in (b) by simultaneously penalising large intensity variations between neighbouring pixels,
reducing the number of phase windings present. This figure is taken from [125].
Defined in this way, the cost function helps to reduce the number and improve the
location of the optical vortices (Figure 4.9b) - a reduction from 232 to 130 vortices in the
circled SR, and the remainder are now only present towards the edges of the circled area
(where the intensity of the pattern should be zero). The cost function customisation that
the CG routine provides offers an excellent level of control that is absent from the MRAF
calculations.
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4.3.4 Initialising the Algorithm
Both the IFTA and the CG minimisation algorithm perform Fourier transforms between
the SLM plane and the output plane, and therefore for the first iteration a good educated
guess is required, in general, for the input electric field (although this was found to be
more critical for MRAF calculations). With the amplitude of the electric field defined by
the Gaussian laser beam parameters, this leaves a guess phase to be constructed to ensure
a good starting point for the algorithm. The reason for this is that an arbitrary guess
phase could result in speckle noise appearing in the output pattern [127, 128]. Instead,
a proper guess phase leads to better convergence [120] as it can avoid the formation of
optical vortices, which is detrimental to the calculation progressing.
The guess phase that is used in this work consists of three parts:
• a quadratic profile, KQ, that acts as a Fresnel lens and as such modifies the spatial
coverage of the output plane intensity after the Fourier transform, allowing it to be
increased for larger patterns or reduced for smaller ones.
• a linear shift term, KL, that acts to move the output plane intensity to a specific
region of the output plane, necessary to at least place the output intensity away from
the zeroth-order light in an experimental output.
• a conical phase gradient, KC , that is able to create a hole in the output plane intensity,
which can be useful for ring-shaped target patterns.
Mathematically, the above guess phase terms have the following definitions:
KQ = 3R(αx
2 + (1− α)y2), (4.18)
KL = D(x cos(µ) + y sin(µ)), (4.19)
KC = B
√
(x2 + y2), (4.20)
K0 = KQ +KL +KC . (4.21)
The above guess phase terms are the same that are reported in [120]. In the above equa-
tions, R is the curvature of the quadratic profile and α is used to define the aspect ratio of
the spreading out of the light profile. For the linear shift, the magnitude of the shift from
the centre of the output plane is given by D, while the angle of the shift is given by µ.
Lastly, B is used to define the size of the hole in the centre of the profile if required. Pixel
indices are given by x and y. Trial and error is typically used in an effort to try and shape
the output light profile for different target patterns. An example of guess phase generation
using a ring-based target profile is seen in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Construction of an appropriate guess phase for a Gaussian ring target profile
using the K0 = KQ +KL +KC equation above, showing phase profile (left) and resulting
output intensity (right). a) Only a quadratic phase gradient term KQ produces output light
in the centre of the output plane, with a poor aspect ratio (α = 0.1); b) For a Gaussian
ring profile target, the aspect ratio can be changed (to 0.5 in this case) to give a more
appropriate spreading; c) With an aspect ratio of 0.5, the more uniform light distribution
can be shifted towards the upper quadrant of the output plane, away from the zeroth order,
with D = 2.25 and µ = 1.25π; d) Lastly, a hole in the centre of the distribution can provide
a more beneficial starting point for the algorithm, achieved here with B = 45π.
Another important aspect to consider when performing the algorithms is to consider
the resolution of the output plane. When using a two-dimensional Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT), the input and output plane are discretised into a two-dimensional matrix such
that the FFT can then be carried out. Given that the size of the SLM is 256×256 pixels,
the input plane in MATLAB is defined as a 256×256 matrix - the mapping of the FFT
then produces a 256×256 output plane. However, this means that the output plane is not
fully resolved. The best resolution experimentally is determined by the diffraction limit
of the system, which is not reached if the output plane is restricted to the same size as
the SLM, and so results in a loss of resolution in this case. In reality, the output plane is
not restricted by the SLM size and light can be diffracted into a larger area. Increasing
the size of the output plane (and, consequently, the resolution) is achieved by adding a
zero-intensity region around the input amplitude - a concept known as padding. In doing
this, the output plane can be fully resolved, while the input intensity is still defined only
over the size of the SLM. The Nyquist theorem states that the output plane can be fully
resolved by padding an N×N hologram into a 2N×2N matrix, with the N×N hologram in
the centre [129]. An example of this padding effect is shown in Figure 4.11. The calculation
consequently deals with matrices of 512×512 pixels for a defined SLM plane of 256×256
pixels. At the end of the calculation, the final phase profile to be used on the SLM still
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has a size of 256×256 pixels to allow it to be used on the experimental SLM.
Figure 4.11: Example of padding the input plane for the hologram calculation in order
to not lose resolution when performing the FFT. The original 256×256 matrix is padded
with zeroes into a 512×512 matrix, with the input beam amplitude and phase still defined
centrally over a 256×256 size.
Padding is used in all hologram calculations to ensure no resolution is lost, and while
performing the hologram calculations the guess phase parameters can be tweaked by the
user until a suitable result is found.
4.3.5 Feedback-enhanced Aberration Correction
Very often, the generated experimental target light profiles will deviate significantly from
the predicted outputs from the algorithm due to imperfect device response or optical aber-
rations in the system. To correct for this, one method is the use of a feedback process
previously utilised by our group [70]. In short, the hologram calculation process is enclosed
in a robust feedback loop that helps to reduce the discrepancy between the experimental
light output and the target profile. It achieves this by running the full algorithm once,
which provides the phase profile, and then loads the phase profile to the SLM. A camera
obtains an image of the light profile in the focal plane after diffraction, and this exper-
imental output is compared to the original target. This is used to then obtain a new
target profile aimed at minimising the errors discovered in the initial target profile. As a
new target profile has been defined, the phase calculation algorithm runs again and a new
phase profile is obtained for the next comparison. This feedback process has been shown
to reduce the RMS error between the target light profile and the experimental light profile
down to the level of a few percent [70].
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4.4 Multi-wavelength and Phase and Amplitude Control In-
vestigations
This section will cover the main results achieved using the previously mentioned algorithms
to generate light patterns for a variety of applications with cold atoms in mind. The first
set of results is the use of a single SLM to generate multi-wavelength light patterns using
the MRAF algorithm for cold atom experiments, while the second set of results uses the
CG minimisation approach to produce exceptionally high fidelity light patterns with both
amplitude and phase control of the output plane light. To recap, two different SLM models
were used for the investigations - for the multi-wavelength holography with MRAF, and
also for the atom trapping done later in this chapter, the SLM is a Boulder Nonlinear
Systems (BNS) XY-series P256 phase-only SLM, consisting of an array of 256×256 pixels
with a pitch of 24µm. For the CG minimisation investigations, we used a Meadowlark
XY-series P1920 phase-only SLM - this model has a much larger array of 1920×1152 pixels
with pixel pitch 9.2µm.
Within this group, the MRAF algorithm has previously yielded light profiles suitable
for applications to cold atom trapping and as a proposal for an alternate scheme to reach
BEC [68, 69, 70]. The multi-wavelength results are an extension of this work and will be
discussed briefly here, but more details can be found in [130]. Similarly, the CG work
presented is an extension of work originally developed by Tiffany Harte [124, 125] - more
details of the CG results can be found in [131]. Apart from the aforementioned publications,
further details can be found in the thesis of David Bowman [115].
4.4.1 Multi-wavelength Holography Results
Light of different wavelengths can be used to either trap, repel or excite atoms depending
on the requirement. We have shown that a single spatial light modulator can be illuminated
by co-propagating, overlapped laser beams of different wavelengths in order to create an
overlapped structure in the Fourier plane. One of the main advantages of this technique is
the ability to overlap multiple wavelengths of light onto a single path, useful in experimental
setups with minimal optical access. We have demonstrated this technique for two and three
overlapped wavelengths.
Central to this technique is the wavelength-dependency of diffraction - the size and
position of the output plane features resulting from diffraction depends on the wavelength
of light used, which can be seen from the distance d between the central maximum of the





where λ is the wavelength of the light and NA is the numerical aperture of the lens.
Thus, longer wavelength light diffracts further and results in larger output plane features
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compared to shorter wavelength light. This fact is used to design a target intensity pattern
when considering more than one wavelength of incident light - the linear dependence of the
diffraction means that specially tailored target patterns can be constructed, with different
features then overlapping in the Fourier plane at the position of the atoms. A simple
example is a target pattern consisting of two Gaussian spots, with a separation equal to the
ratio of the two wavelengths of light used (780nm and 1064nm in this case) - one Gaussian
spot was programmed to be 208 pixels from the centre of the output plane, meaning that
the second spot was placed a distance 1064/780 × 208 pixels = 283 pixels away. In the
Fourier plane, the closer spot resulting from the 1064nm light is then overlapped with the
further spot from the 780nm diffraction.
Experimentally, the calculated phase profiles can be loaded onto the SLM and images
obtained using a f=150mm focal length lens and a Thorlabs DCU224M CCD camera with
the two wavelengths of light. When the hologram is illuminated with 780nm light, the
two Gaussian spots are measured at positions (1.34 ± 0.01)mm and (1.93 ± 0.01)mm
from the zeroth-order light, with a 1/e2 waist of (91 ± 3)µm. When the same hologram
is illuminated with the 1064nm light, the two spots are measured at positions (1.86 ±
0.01)mm and (2.57 ± 0.01)mm, with a 1/e2 waist of (130 ± 9)µm. The further Gaussian
from the 780nm light and the nearer Gaussian from the 1064nm light are therefore almost
overlapped in the output plane, with a 70µm offset (Figure 4.12). The ratio of the widths
of the two spots is also comparable to the ratio of the two wavelengths.
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Figure 4.12: Example of multi-wavelength holography using a single phase-only SLM. The
predicted pattern is shown in (a), consisting of two Gaussian spots separated by the ratio
of their wavelengths (the noise light can be seen collecting at the edge of the defined SR
in the predicted profile). At the end of the MRAF calculation, the corresponding phase
profile shown in (b) is displayed on the SLM. Images taken of the light profile when the
SLM is illuminated with just 780nm (c), just 1064nm (d) and both wavelengths (e) are
displayed. Figure from [130].
To showcase the versatility of this technique, Figure 4.13 displays a few example target
patterns that we have generated for potential applications in ultracold atom experiments.
Figure 4.13a is an image of a red-detuned elliptical optical trap, partly superimposed with
a 6th-order super-Lorentzian profile that is detuned by several tens of GHz from atomic
resonance. With this partial illumination, the two phase sections of a trapped BEC would
evolve at different rates, resulting in a phase slip that would lead to soliton formation [132].
Figure 4.13b is an image of a ring trap, red-detuned from atomic resonance, with a separate
blue-detuned barrier to be utilised as a setup for soliton interferometry, suggested in [133].
Figure 4.13c shows two red-detuned Gaussian reservoirs, connected by a thin channel, but
the channel is interrupted by individual repulsive barriers. This setup can be used for
a study of conduction between two reservoirs as suggested in [134]. Lastly, Figure 4.13d
shows a red-detuned trap with a slightly offset attractive dimple, which is enclosed with
a repulsive blue-detuned ring to act as a barrier around the circumference of the trapping
potential. This potential is related to a proposal for non-equilibrium dynamic behaviour
investigations of BECs in such potentials, as suggested in [135].
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Figure 4.13: Gallery of light patterns generated using the multi-wavelength setup, with
1064nm light shown in colour and 780nm light shown in grayscale. a) Red-detuned el-
liptically shaped dipole trap, partially illuminated by a far-resonant super-Lorentzian for
creation of a phase slip in BECs. b) Red-detuned ring trap with blue-detuned barrier.
c) Red-detuned dumbbell potential interrupted by blue-detuned barriers. d) Red-detuned
trap with offset attractive simple with hard walls provided by blue-detuned ring. Figure
from [130].
The mutli-wavelength scheme is a relatively simple method of generating overlapped
structures of different wavelengths for use in cold atom experiments, with the ease of
aligning additional light beams of different wavelength in a setup with little optical access
a major benefit. As mentioned, further details of the experimental setup and results can
be found in [130] or [115] - this subsection serves to mention these results achieved by the
group without going into the full details.
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4.4.2 Phase and Amplitude Control Results
Using the CG minimisation routine now as opposed to the MRAF algorithm, our results
here show that the output light amplitude and phase can be controlled in creating high-
fidelity light patterns to be used to trap cold atoms. Only a brief summary of the main
results of the investigation will be mentioned here, but more details can be found in [131] or
[115]. The conjugate gradient minimisation code itself was originally developed in Fortran
by Tiffany Harte; now, it is written in Python 2.7 using the Theano library [136]. The
Python conjugate gradient minimisation uses the Polak and Ribière method [126]. The
CG codes are available online and can be found at [137].
One of the main advantages of the CG routine is the ability to guide the optimisation
process, and this comes down to a good choice of cost function to minimise. We investigated
how the choice of cost function affects the results of controlling the output plane amplitude
and phase for a target test pattern consisting of a Gaussian line amplitude profile with a
linear gradient of phase across the line. The initial conditions were kept the same for each
cost function used.
In terms of the error metrics used for the investigation, the intensity RMS error is
defined similar to equation 4.12 above. A relative phase error term between the target
phase Φ and the output phase ϕ is given by:
εΦ =
∑




where the P (x, y) term is a correction term to take into account that the phase is cyclical
(ensures the correct phase difference is used if for example the target phase pixel needs to
have a π phase value, but the output phase pixel value is something like 3.3π, the P term
ensures this difference in phase is only 0.3π as opposed to 2.3π.) The fidelity F is defined
such that a perfect fidelity of 1 corresponds to an exact match between the target pattern
and the output pattern - as such, it is defined as the complex inner product of the output








with τ̃(x, y) =
√
T̃ (x, y)exp(iΦ(x, y)) being the target electric field. The over-tilde signifies
a normalisation over a specific region of interest including regions of non-zero amplitude
in the target pattern plus a sizeable area of zero intensity. The light efficiency η is the
percentage of light contained in the region of interest compared to the total output plane.
For the far field results (Figure 4.15), we define the non-uniformity error εnu identical to
[138] to compare with their single SLM method of controlling amplitude and phase. The
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x,y |M(x, y)T̃ (x, y)|2
(4.25)
where M(x, y) is a binary mask which is equal to one where the target intensity is approxi-
mately uniform (T (x, y)> 0.98) and zero everywhere else, and Ia = (1/N)
∑
x,yM(x, y)Ĩ(x, y)
is the average output intensity in the uniform region (N is the total number of pixels in the
measure region). The most straightforward cost function is one that expands on the cost
function in equation 4.16, which previously involved only the amplitudes of the electric











Φ(x, y)− ϕ(x, y) + P (x, y)
)2]
. (4.26)
Here, Ĩ and T̃ are the normalised output and target intensities, and α and β are the relative
weightings for the intensity and the phase parts of the cost function. As can be seen from
the graphs in Figure 4.14, even with different scaling for α and β, the fidelity stayed at an
exceptionally low value over the course of the calculation, resulting in inaccurate outputs.
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Figure 4.14: Graphs showing the effect on the error metrics for different cost functions.
CF1 corresponds to C1 in equation 4.25, with CF1a having α=1 and β=1, CF1b having
α=1 and β=0.01 and CF1c having α=1 and β=0.005. CF2 represents C2 in equation 4.26,
with CF2a having α=0.1 and β=1, CF2b having α=1 and β=1 and CF2c having α=1 and
β=0.1. Finally, CF3 corresponds to C3 in equation 4.27 (with d=0).
Additionally, the phase error term placed equal weighting at regions of both high and
low intensity in the signal region of the output plane, even though much less necessity
should be attributed to the low intensity pixels of the pattern. To correct for this, we wish
to change the cost function such that the phase term includes an intensity weighting and







Ĩ(x, y)− T̃ (x, y)
)2
+ βT̃ (x, y)
(
Φ(x, y)− ϕ(x, y) + P (x, y)
)2]
. (4.27)
With this additional intensity-weighting of the phase term in the cost function, the results
showed a general improvement, especially regarding the fidelity of the pattern - however,
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the results were strongly dependent on the weighting values of α and β.
A third alternative was to manually incorporate the fidelity term into the cost function
- since the fidelity has a maximum value of 1 corresponding to a perfect match, it can then
be used as a minimisation criterion within the cost function. One problem with using the
fidelity was that a complex function was difficult to differentiate in Python and so instead



















Ĩ(x, y)T̃ (x, y) cos(Φ(x, y)− ϕ(x, y))
)2
(4.29)
where the over-tilde now denotes normalisation so that the total intensity in the signal
region is 1. The factor 10d was found to increase the steepness of the cost function,
increasing convergence time. As can be seen from Figure 4.14, this choice of cost function
substantially improves the fidelity at the cost of light efficiency η compared to the other
cost function choices, while also converging in fewer iterations. The results for the three
cost functions mentioned above, and their associated weightings, are shown in Table 4.1,
while the predicted intensity and phase profiles for each of the cost functions is shown in
Figure 4.15. As cost function C3 results in the lowest fidelity and error values, at a cost of
slightly increased calculation time and less light efficiency, it is this cost function that we
will be using for the experimental light patterns henceforth, unless otherwise specified, for
our phase and amplitude calculations.
- CF α β F η % εΦ % εMR %
CF1a C1 1.0 1.0 0.030 24.4 15 48.4
CF1b C1 1.0 0.01 0.110 34.2 81 7.1
CF1c C1 1.0 0.005 0.110 28.5 95 4.1
CF2a C2 0.1 1.0 0.237 52.2 2.0 32.5
CF2b C2 1.0 1.0 0.944 9.2 0.03 0.8
CF2c C2 1.0 0.1 0.932 10.7 1.0 0.6
CF3 C3 - - 0.998 7.9 0.02 0.5
Table 4.1: Table summarising the cost function investigation results.
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Figure 4.15: The output plane intensity and phase results for the cost function investiga-
tion; a) Target intensity profile and target phase profile. The predicted intensity and phase
profiles for b) CF1a, c) CF1b, d) CF1c, e) CF2a, f) CF2b, g) CF2c and h) CF3 are shown
alongside.
A selection of high fidelity light patterns in both amplitude and phase, aimed at show-
casing the versatility of this technique, are shown in Figure 4.16 with particular applications
to cold atom trapping in mind. All patterns were programmed to have the same diagonal
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offset from the centre of the output plane in order to avoid the undiffracted light, which
necessarily fixes two of the guess phase parameters (D and µ). The first pattern resembles
a Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) mode - such a pattern has a broad range of uses [139] and is
useful for inducing circulation states in trapped atoms [140] - the ring-shaped amplitude
profile is accompanied by a phase winding from 0 to 2π. A discrete, 12-spot ring lattice
with a similar phase winding is also shown, which has potential applications simulating
magnetic flux in a solid state system [141]. A discrete square lattice with a similar phase
winding is also shown. On the right, a graphene quantum simulator [142] consisting of ul-
tracold atoms trapped in a honeycomb type lattice with alternating phase values between
nearest neighbours can be realised using the intensity and phase profiles shown. Below,
a flat top intensity profile combined with an inverse square power-law phase profile has
been suggested for investigating sonic horizons and artificial black holes [143]. A Gaussian
line intensity profile, meanwhile, can be used to trap particles like for optical tweezers,
while the linear phase gradient across the line could cause them to flow [144]. Finally, as a
display of the flexibility of the method, we show a profile with uncorrelated intensity and
phase distributions - that of a chicken (intensity) and eggs (phase). A summary of the
associated parameters for each of these patterns is shown in Table 4.2.
Pattern σ (mm) R (mrad px−2) 1-F η % εΦ % εnu %
Laguerre-Gauss 1.0 4.5 3.0x10−6 41.5 0.0003 0.005
Graphene 1.4 2.7 4.4x10−4 13.1 0.0003 0.01
Ring Lattice 1.2 3.9 1.5x10−6 24.6 0.00006 0.001
Flat Top 1.0 4.5 1.8x10−4 11.3 0.2 0.007
Square Lattice 1.2 4.5 1.6x10−5 10.6 0.0009 0.02
Gaussian Line 1.4 2.9 1.4x10−5 20.4 0.001 0.002
Chicken and Egg 1.6 4.5 7.1x10−2 2.0 1.3 -
Table 4.2: Table summarising error values and optimisation parameters for the patterns
shown in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: Normalised intensity Ĩ (in colour) and phase ϕ (in grey) results for various
target patterns using the conjugate gradient minimisation and the cost function C3. Error
metrics for each pattern are shown in Table 4.2. Figure taken from [131].
The experimental setup for verification of the calculated holograms is shown in Figure
4.17. The output from a 1070nm laser is expanded to a 1/e2 waist of 3.0mm and split using
a half waveplate and PBS combination. The reflection is phase-modulated by an SLM (BNS
P1920) and focused using an f=150mm achromatic doublet onto a CCD camera (Thorlabs
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DCU200 Series). The other path provides a reference beam that is used to obtain the
phase of the modulated light after interference with the modulated beam. The extracted
intensity and phase profiles for a Gaussian line phase profile with a linear phase gradient
(Figure 4.17b), a Gaussian ring with a phase winding (Figure 4.17c) and a honeycomb
lattice with alternating phase between nearest neighbours (Figure 4.17d) are shown below.
More details again can be found in [115].
Figure 4.17: a) Setup for experimental verification of the calculated holograms. The first
λ/2 waveplate varies the power between the reference beam and the SLM beam, and the
second waveplate fixes the polarisation of the reference beam for interference with the SLM
beam; b)-d) Measured intensity (left) and phase (right), with the white scalebar denoting
300µm and being common to all images. The colour scaling is the same as Figure 4.16.
Taken from [131].
4.5 SLM Experimental Implementation
Having discussed the main results achieved with the MRAF and CG codes computationally,
we can now discuss the next steps achieved experimentally. After the BEC evidence was
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seen, the aim was to successfully trap atoms in arbitrary trap geometries, specifically traps
aimed at applications involving quantum simulation and atomtronics.
4.5.1 Setting Up the Vertical Trapping Path
At the beginning of the optical evaporation sequence from chapter 3, roughly 1.0×107 atoms
were trapped in the horizontal ODT at a temperature of 8.8µK. A motorised rotatable
waveplate is used to lower the intensity of the horizontal ODT to perform the optical
evaporation. Now, the power that is removed from the horizontal ODT may be used for
the light sheet and holographic optical trap that will allow the trapping of cold atoms in
different geometries.
A diagram of the vertical trapping path is shown in Figure 4.18. After the reflection off
the PBS that is placed after the motorised waveplate, the light passes through a Crystal
Technologies AOM (model 3110-197) in a simple single pass configuration, able to achieve
a diffraction efficiency in the first order of 90%. Trapping is performed using the first order
light so that the AOM can be used a fast switch if needed - the zeroth order light is blocked
using beam blocks. The light is then split again using another waveplate-PBS combination
- one path to be used for the SLM and the other path to be used for the light sheet.
The priority will first be placed on the SLM path, before the light sheet implementation
is discussed in section 4.7. The reflection off the PBS is then expanded (to ensure the
incoming light fills the entire array of the SLM) - this is achieved using a confocal telescope
in a 1:4 setup, also ensuring that more power can be used for the input beam by increasing
the area. Initial alignment of the vertical trapping path was performed by simply using a
mirror in place of the SLM - after rough alignment was achieved, irises can be inserted along
the path, the mirror replaced with the SLM, and the beam re-aligned through the irises.
After the SLM, a 40mm focal length lens is used to produce the target intensity pattern,
and this pattern is then imaged onto the atoms using the 40mm 1:1 confocal telescope
seen in the figure, placed after the dichroic mirror. Additionally, the target patterns can
be imaged onto a Thorlabs DCU224M CCD camera by using a flip-mirror placed after
the SLM (this path has been omitted from the figure for clarity), useful for diagnosing
experimental target patterns before attempting to trap using the desired pattern.
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Figure 4.18: Diagram of the optical path for the 1064nm laser light for setting up the
vertical trapping path. Focal length of lenses: Lens 1 = 150mm, Lens 2 = 60mm, Lens 3
= 60mm, Lens 4 = 100mm, Lens 5 = 50mm, Lens 6 = 50mm, Lens 7 = 200mm, Lens 8 =
40mm, Lens 9 = 40mm, Lens 10 = 40mm. A mirror is used instead of the SLM for initial
vertical beam alignment. The light sheet path is discussed in section 4.7.
To set up trapping of atoms along the vertical direction initially, we place a flip-mirror in
front of the SLM in Figure 4.18. We start off using a large beam and use the horizontal and
vertical imaging to look for atoms trapped in the vertical ODT as well as the horizontal
ODT. The telescope consisting of lenses 6 and 7 in Figure 4.17 was originally set up
differently; lens 7 had a focal length of 100mm, resulting in a 1:2 telescope and creating
a beam with a 1/e2 half width of roughly 1mm incident on the 40mm focal length lens
8. This results in a focus of about 13.5µm 1/e2 half width. Due to the high power being
used, the optical traps in the horizontal and vertical direction were capable of trapping
atoms straight after the RF evaporation. With about 800mW of power in both axes, we
estimate the trap depth of the vertical ODT to be about 470µK, compared to the 120µK of
the horizontal ODT which has a comparatively larger waist. The resulting Rayleigh range
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of the vertical ODT is also much shorter (about 0.54mm for the vertical ODT, compared
to 7.4mm for the horizontal ODT), providing some confinement along the propagation
direction if enough power is provided. This allows the vertical ODT to trap some atoms
without being fully overlapped with the horizontal ODT. Performing imaging along the
horizontal would then lead to diagnosis between the foci of the two traps.
A short TOF (0.5ms) was used when taking absorption images along the horizontal as
some back-reflected light from the ODT was picked up by the camera if an in-situ shot was
attempted. Initial diagnosis using the vertical imaging is shown in Figure 4.19a, which is an
in-situ shot after aligning the vertical ODT onto the horizontal ODT along the horizontal.
Switching to horizontal imaging, the same run in Figure 4.19a indicates that there is a
large difference in alignment along the vertical in Figure 4.19b - the faint cloud near the
bottom is a result of atoms trapped in the vertical ODT. Figure 4.19c shows the result of
overlapping the vertical ODT focus onto the horizontal ODT, after a 2s hold time. We
trap roughly 1.4×105 atoms in Figure 4.19c.
For a more accurate characterisation of this crossed-dipole trap setup, we performed a
quick temperature run to see if the temperature measured corresponds to roughly 10% of
the combined trap depth for both ODTs (as a rough rule-of-thumb). A standard experi-
mental sequence was run, and now as the horizontal ODT power is lowered it is transferred
to the vertical ODT. After a 1s hold in the cross-dipole configuration the temperature
was estimated to be 5µK, which is quite a rough approximation given that long TOF
measurements were difficult given the small number of atoms and the quick expansion
(measurements up to 2.5ms TOF only).
The powers for the horizontal ODT and vertical ODT in this case were 140mW and
70mW respectively, giving trap depths of about 4.8µK and 41µK respectively for a total
trap depth of 45.8µK (orthogonal polarisation for the two beams means that no interference
occurs). The extracted temperature for the cloud is therefore in good agreement with the
theorised combined trap depth.
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Figure 4.19: Absorption image examples taken when performing the initial alignment of
the vertical 1064nm beam; a) Absorption image taken with the vertical imaging setup, in-
situ, showing overlap of the vertical ODT with the horizontal ODT, with 800mW of power
in each beam; b) Absorption image taken with the horizontal imaging, after 0.5ms TOF,
of the same run from the first image, showing that the focus of the vertical ODT (inset)
needs to be shifted vertically towards the horizontal ODT focus; c) Another horizontal
imaging shot, after 0.5ms TOF, but now with the vertical focus shifted to overlap with the
horizontal one. The vertical beam has 200mW, while the horizontal beam has 800mW.
4.5.2 Setting Up the SLM Alignment
After completing the initial vertical beam alignment, the mirror can be replaced with the
SLM and the first order of diffraction aligned onto the atoms for simple patterns. We now
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wish to expand the beam size for overfilling of the SLM - instead of the 1:2 telescope before
the SLM, we replace the f=100mm lens with a f=200mm lens to give a 1:4 telescope and
increase the 1/e2 half-width of the beam to 2.2mm. A larger beam incident on the f=40
focusing lens gives a tighter focus at the position of the atoms (in this case about 6µm).
From a safety point of view, we must be careful not to direct too much power onto the
SLM, as this SLM has a damage threshold of 5 W/cm2. Considering the peak intensity
(2P/πw2) of the beam incident on the SLM (with the 1/e2 half width of 2.2mm), the
absolute maximum power that could be directed onto the SLM would be 380mW. To be
safe, we decide to work at just above half this maximum rating, by limiting the maximum
power to the SLM to be 200mW (using the PBS and half-waveplate combination after the
AOM).
For trapping and alignment of the first order of diffraction, we note that our SLM
diffracts 35% of the total light into the first order. From the initial 200mW available, this
would mean a total of 70mW in the first order before taking into account the efficiency of
the calculated light patterns. For a calculated spot size of 6µm as mentioned above, the
resulting trap depth for just 70mW of power is about 167µK, which should be sufficiently
deep enough to trap atoms even from just after the RF evaporation stage, which is useful
for initial alignment. For the more complex trap geometries which have a very low light
efficiency, the resulting trap depth should still be capable of trapping atoms after the total
evaporation sequence is completed. For the alignment, we use the MRAF algorithm to
create a pair of diffraction limited spots (Figure 4.20). In the MRAF code, the two spots
were created with a separation of 30 pixels, aligned along the direction of propagation of
the horizontal ODT. When testing this pattern offline using the flip-mirror and f=40mm
lens combination next to the SLM, the separation of the spots was measured to be 93µm as
detected by the CCD camera, such that each pixel in the MRAF calculation corresponds to
3.1µm. The mixing parameter used was 0.65, and the input 1/e2 beam waist was 2.5mm (it
was found that 2.5mm gave smoother patterns on the camera for diffraction limited spots
compared to the real beam waist of 2.2mm). The pattern was also shifted by (128,128)
pixels from the centre to avoid the undiffracted light, and this offset was maintained for
future patterns to ensure good alignment when changing target patterns. Finally, the
efficiency for this double spot pattern was 71.6% - taking this efficiency into account with
the diffraction efficiency into the first order results in a trap depth of just above 50µK for
each individual spot in the pattern.
An absorption image of atoms trapped in the double spot pattern is shown in Figure
4.20. With the trap depth mentioned above, these images are obtained after relaxation
of the magnetic field gradient directly after the RF evaporation concluded, with 200mW
incident on the SLM as mentioned before. The atoms were held for a 200ms wait time before
0.5ms TOF expansion. A total of 2.6×105 atoms were trapped in the below image. Also
shown alongside are the associated images for the target pattern, the predicted intensity
output, and the intensity as seen on the CCD camera when applying the phase pattern to
the SLM.
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Figure 4.20: a) Target pattern for the MRAF calculation; b) The predicted intensity
pattern after 200 iterations with a mixing parameter of m=0.65, with efficiency 0.716; c)
An image taken of the pattern when applying the resulting phase hologram to the SLM;
d) Vertical absorption image of atoms trapped in the double spot pattern, taken at 0.5ms
TOF, with roughly 2.6×105 atoms trapped in total.
4.6 Cold Atoms in Holographic Traps
At this point, we wanted to demonstrate the flexibility of our holographic traps by trapping
atoms in more geometries, both discrete and continuous. These results are shown in Figure
4.21 below. The first pattern is an extension of the double spot pattern to a sequence of
4 spots, again generated using the MRAF algorithm for better light efficiency compared
to the CG method. The separation of the spots was kept at 30 pixels like for the double
spot pattern, spaced along the propagation axis of the horizontal ODT. With a mixing
parameter of m=0.65 the light efficiency for the predicted pattern was 71.5%. For the
initial power of 200mW incident on the SLM, with 35% of light in the first order, the
overall power in each spot is calculated to be 12.5mW, giving an estimated trap depth of
29.8µK. The total number of atoms in the quad spot was about 2.6×105 after a 0.5ms
TOF.
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Figure 4.21: Selection of 1D trapping potentials used to trap cold atoms. The left column
shows the predicted intensity patterns at the conclusion of the algorithm, the middle column
shows images taken with the CCD camera showing the real experimental pattern after
applying the hologram to the SLM, and the right column are short TOF absorption images
of the trapped atoms; a) A sequence of four spots in a line, calculated using MRAF and
trapping a total of 2.6×105 atoms; b) A Gaussian line pattern, calculated using CG with
a flat phase at the output, and trapping a total of 1.6×105 atoms; c) A dumbbell pattern,
calculated with CG with a flat phase at the output, and trapping a total of 1.1×105 atoms.
An example of a continuous pattern generated using the CG algorithm is that of a
Gaussian line in Figure 4.21b. The Gaussian line pattern was programmed to have a
length of 40 pixels and a width of 2 pixels, which corresponds to a length of 124µm and a
1/e2 half width of 6.2µm. The pattern was programmed along the axis of the ODT once
again, and used the same offset as before to minimise misalignment from changing patterns.
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The resulting light efficiency for the Gaussian line pattern was 9.8%, while the fidelity had
a value of 0.99886. For 200mW incident on the SLM with the 35% first order diffraction
efficiency, the total power available for the atoms was about 6.85mW, which gives a trap
depth of 0.8µK. The ODT was ramped down to 2% of the initial 3.5W, resulting in 70mW
of the ODT light still present and a 2% trap depth of 2.4µK. Combined, the total trap
depth is roughly 3.19µK. For obtaining the absorption image a 0.5ms TOF was used and
the total atom number trapped was 1.6×105.
The third example of SLM trapped atoms along the propagation axis of the ODT
is one combining the discrete spots and continuous line features - a “dumbbell” shape
consisting of two Gaussian spot reservoirs connected by a narrow channel. This structure
has applications for studies of transport of cold atoms between the two reservoirs. The
two Gaussian spots were programmed to have a 1/e2 half width of 4 pixels, with the
channel having a width of 2 pixels and a length of 40 pixels (the same as the Gaussian line
above). The peak intensity of the channel was 25% of the peak intensity of the individual
reservoirs. Experimentally this results in a 124µm length Gaussian line, width 6.2µm, with
two Gaussian spots on the end of width 12.4µm. The CG code was used for this pattern,
and again a flat phase was kept at the output plane, with the same programmed offset.
The efficiency for the dumbbell pattern was 11.51%, giving a total power of about 8.1mW
at the position of the atoms and a trap depth at the reservoir of 4.5µK. The ODT was
again evaporated down to 2% power, leaving 70mW for a trap depth of 2.4µK due to the
ODT and giving a combined trap depth of 6.9µK. The fidelity of the dumbbell pattern was
0.9995. A 0.5ms TOF was undertaken before the absorption image in Figure 4.21c, where
a total of 1.1×105 atoms were trapped.
4.7 Light Sheet Setup
After managing to trap atoms in simple 1D geometries using just the SLM beam and a
low amount of ODT power, attention turned to setting up the light sheet path to act as
a canvas on which more complicated optical patterns that require the extra confinement
can be attempted. Patterns, such as the ring trap, that extend beyond the width of the
horizontal ODT require additional confinement, which will be provided by the light sheet.
The light sheet power is provided by the transmission output of the PBS in Figure
4.18. As mentioned before, the reflection path continues to the SLM and provides the
holographic trap; now, we remove the beam block originally placed in the way of the light
sheet path in order to re-use that power as the motorized waveplate rotates.
To simplify the initial alignment of the light sheet, we first aim to trap atoms in a
focused ODT originating from the light sheet path without the cylindrical lens in place
- the aim is to overlap the light sheet beam with the horizontal ODT beam using the
PBS shown in Figure 4.23. For the horizontal ODT beam, at maximum power (about
3.5W on the atoms) an estimated trap depth of 120µK is created at the position of the
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atoms for a beam with a 1/e2 waist of 50µm. For the light sheet path, the beam size
is initially reduced using a 2:1 telescope to give a 1/e2 half width of 0.55mm for passage
through the AOM. The resulting beam is slightly diverging over a reasonably long path
length - to obtain an estimate of the beam waist of this focused ODT we obtain an image
of the focused spot offline by directing the light along the same path length and using an
available f=50mm lens (instead of the f=60mm lens in the recess) to image the spot onto a
Thorlabs DCU224M CCD camera (Figure 4.22a). We can then extract the data and fit a
Gaussian (Figure 4.22b), which gives the 1/e2 waist to be about 12.4µm. Since the waist
is proportional to the focal length of the lens, we can estimate that the spot of this ODT
at the position of the atoms after the f=60mm lens in the recess is about 15µm.
Figure 4.22: a) Camera image of the focused spot created with an f=50mm focal length
lens for the beam on the light sheet path; b) Gaussian fit for this spot gives the beam waist
estimate (inset).
Without any further lenses, we direct this beam through the viewport and through
the 60mm lens in the recess, creating a focused ODT with a waist of roughly 15µm at
the position of the atoms. For the initial trapping of atoms in the focus of this ODT,
we send all available power that we had for the horizontal ODT into this light sheet path
ODT (about 3.5W). The tighter waist resulting from the larger initial beam size results in a
deeper optical trap (about 1.35mK, sufficient to trap the atoms in after the RF evaporation
has finished (similar to what is done for the regular horizontal ODT).
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Figure 4.23: Diagram of the full optical path for the 1064nm laser light, comprising ODT
path, SLM path and light sheet path. Focal length of lenses: Lens 1 = 150mm, Lens 2
= 60mm, Lens 3 = 60mm, Lens 4 = 100mm, Lens 5 = 50mm, Lens 6 = 50mm, Lens
7 = 200mm, Lens 8 = 40mm, Lens 9 = 40mm, Lens 10 = 40mm, Lens 11 = 150mm
(cylindrical).
This procedure was carried out until we managed to trap atoms in the ODT on this
path (see Figure 4.24). Figure 4.24a) shows an example absorption image of atoms in
the usual horizontal ODT for a short (0.5ms) TOF, for comparison. Figure 4.24b) is an
example image of atoms trapped using just the ODT along the light sheet path for the
same TOF. After optimising the position to ensure good overlap with the horizontal ODT
using both the horizontal and vertical imaging, we then set up the light sheet.
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Figure 4.24: a) Absorption image of atoms trapped in the usual horizontal ODT; b) Ab-
sorption image of atoms trapped in the focused ODT created along the light sheet path; c)
Absorption image of atoms in the light sheet potential just after the magnetic field gradient
has been relaxed. All images taken after a 0.5ms TOF.
For our experiment, we use a f=150mm focal length cylindrical lens to create the light
sheet - the combination of the f=150mm cylindrical lens and the f=60mm spherical lens in
the recess results in a beam of 1/e2 waist (543×15)µm being created, which is comparable
to other light sheets used in similar experiments [57]. The resulting trap depth of just the
light sheet is roughly 37µK. An image of atoms trapped in this light sheet configuration is
seen in Figure 4.24c) - due to the reduced trap depth, the experimental sequence does not
have the 100ms wait time after the magnetic field expansion down to 14G/cm; as can be
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seen the atoms fall out of the trap.
After performing the alignment of the light sheet onto the ODT, the next step was to
ensure good overlap for the light sheet and SLM beams. Horizontal imaging can again
be used to diagnose the two beams as there should already be reasonable alignment from
performing the previous experiments with simple SLM traps. Indeed, Figure 4.25a) below
shows the absorption image resulting from the light sheet with a single spot SLM pattern
(elongated due to the relatively weak focusing along the propagation axis). Alignment
could be optimised further still using a simple double spot pattern, but this time orien-
tated in the orthogonal direction to the horizontal ODT propagation axis. Without the
light sheet present (achieved using a beam block), the number of atoms trapped in the
double spot pattern is relatively low (about 6.4×104), with an uneven distribution also
present (Figure 4.25b). Without then changing the alignment and using the light sheet,
we achieve a comparatively larger number of trapped atoms (about 2.5×105), with a more
even distribution as well (Figure 4.25c).
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Figure 4.25: a) Horizontal absorption image taken with both the SLM and light sheet
paths present to ensure overlap in the vertical direction; b) Vertical absorption image of
a double spot pattern created orthogonal to the ODT propagation axis without the light
sheet present, trapping a total of 6.4×104 atoms; c) Vertical absorption image of the same
double spot pattern but now with the light sheet path unblocked, resulting in a greater
number of atoms trapped (a total of 2.5×105 atoms). All images taken after 0.5ms TOF.
4.8 Additional Trap Configurations
With the light sheet in place, more complex patterns can be attempted. The main addi-
tional light patterns of interest in our group are ring traps for atomtronics and a star-shape
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geometry for investigations of the topological Kondo effect - more background on these ap-
plications can be found in section 1.2 of Chapter 1.
The ring trap and Kondo patterns were created using the CG minimisation routine.
The ring was programmed to have a diameter of 16 pixels (corresponding to a diameter
of about 50µm), and a 1/e2 half width of 6.2µm. The resulting predicted intensity profile
had a fidelity of 0.99988, with a light efficiency of 12.6%. This results in roughly 8.8mW
total power for the ring trap at the position of the atoms. The horizontal ODT is now
ramped all the way to 0% in the experimental setup now that the light sheet is present,
almost extinguishing it completely (a measured power of 1.2mW is detected through the
PBS, giving a trap depth of about 0.04µK). The light sheet, on the other hand, has about
half of the full optical power available (measured to be about 1.5W) - we found we had
to reduce the light sheet power as it would end up dominating the overall potential. The
ring trap depth alone is roughly 225nK, while the light sheet trap depth is 15.8µK. A
total of 9.3×105 atoms are trapped in the ring trap (Figure 4.26). The estimated critical
temperature for condensation to occur in the described ring trap plus light sheet geometry
is TC ∼ 358nK.
The cross pattern was programmed to have a set of four Gaussian lines, of length 60µm
each and the centres of two Gaussian lines along one axis set to be 90µm apart to ensure a
sufficient gap in the centre. Each Gaussian line has a width of 6µm. The resulting intensity
profile has a fidelity of 0.99939 with a light efficiency of 10.7%. This results in a total of
7.5mW for the cross pattern at the position of the atoms. The horizontal ODT is again
ramped to 0% and the light sheet has the same potential as for the ring pattern. Each
individual Gaussian line trap has a depth of roughly 445nK, while the light sheet trap
depth is again 15.8µK. A total of 4.7×105 atoms were trapped in the cross pattern (Figure
4.26). For an estimation of the critical temperature in a single Gaussian line plus light sheet
potential, assuming an even distribution of atoms in each line, the critical temperature is
estimated as TC ∼ 356nK.
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Figure 4.26: Images of atoms trapped in a ring trap (left) and a Kondo cross pattern
(right). The top row of images shows the predicted intensity profile at the conclusion of
the CG algorithm, the middle row shows the camera images of the light pattern after the
phase has been loaded onto the SLM, and the lower row are short TOF (0.5ms) absorption
images. A total of 9.3×105 atoms are trapped in the ring trap and about 4.7×105 atoms
are trapped in the cross pattern.
The attraction of using red-detuned light to trap atoms as opposed to blue-detuned
light is that it opens up the possibility of using the phase of the light at the position of the
atoms to further manipulate the atomic cloud. A simple example of this is, instead of using
a flat phase profile in the output plane for the target patterns above, we instead attempt
to manufacture a phase slip in the output plane such that the destructive interference can
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engineer a very narrow barrier. To accomplish this, we create two target patterns of a single
Gaussian line - one pattern has a continuous, flat phase profile across the line while the
other has a sharp π phase change halfway across the line. In the resulting intensity profiles
(Figure 4.27), the resulting destructive interference at the output plane produces a slip
in the intensity profile, and so programming phase jumps into the output plane light can
result in thin barriers being generated. This brief example of output plane phase control
opens up the avenue of using discrete phase jumps to engineer barriers that are close to
the diffraction limit for e.g. the junction in the cross pattern shown above.
Figure 4.27: Top row of images show the resulting intensity profiles obtained from the
CCD camera, while bottom row shows short (0.5ms) TOF images of atoms trapped in a)
Gaussian line target profile with a flat phase and b) the same Gaussian line target profile
but with a phase slip of π halfway along the line.
4.9 Summary
We have successfully achieved the trapping of cold atoms in multiple spatial geometries
using phase manipulation of red-detuned light with a single SLM displaying an appropriate
phase pattern generated using computational techniques developed over the course of this
project. Illumination of a single SLM with overlapped light of different wavelengths allows a
composite optical pattern to be generated for experiments with limited optical access, while
conjugate gradient minimisation provides light patterns with a high degree of fidelity and
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accuracy, important for successful trapping of low temperature atoms. These techniques
further the amount of control over both the amplitude and phase of the optical field for
atomic manipulation, with a selection of light patterns provided that highlight the versatile
nature of phase-only spatial light modulators.
Our experimental apparatus recycles the laser power that is removed from the optical
dipole trap during evaporative cooling, transferring it to an illumination beam to be phase-
modulated by the SLM plus a light sheet canvas onto which the holographic traps are
generated. Specifically, the focus of this project was the trapping of cold atoms in ring




In conclusion, the variety of techniques and devices available for the trapping and ma-
nipulation of ultracold atoms continues to offer excellent possibilities for furthering our
understanding of fundamental quantum questions and condensed matter systems towards
the goal of quantum sensors and metrology instrumentation.
In the context of this thesis, one focus has been the creation of a compact MOT ap-
paratus for teaching and outreach purposes. The motivating factor behind developing this
setup is the modern drive within the cold atoms community for transferring the bulky lab-
based quantum sensing and measurement equipment into scaled down systems that have
real-world applications. Our apparatus is not intended to perform as a fully integrated
device; instead, our aim is to provide an accessible and robust cold atoms demonstration
that is intuitive for both an undergraduate laboratory setting and as an outreach exhibit
for the general public. By setting up the dichroic atomic vapour laser lock (DAVLL) as
well as the sidebands electronics , the portable MOT has been established as an undergrad-
uate laboratory experiment whereby we have given examples of a couple of measurements
that are at the appropriate level for an undergraduate honours lab student. Comparable
setups were showcased at public engagement events in collaboration with the University of
Strathclyde in 2015; the apparatus at the outreach events made use of the grating chip to
generate the necessary cooling beams and provide a significant simplification to the whole
setup when the experiment was taken outside the lab.
The second goal of the project was the integration of a phase-only SLM into our main
experimental setup after producing the first BECs seen at St Andrews. The double vac-
uum chamber apparatus was designed and built after realising that the use of light induced
atomic desorption (LIAD) to regulate the background pressure within a single chamber ap-
paratus would provide neither a large enough MOT nor a sufficient lifetime for the atomic
cloud to progress towards quantum degeneracy. The choice of 2D MOT as a loading mech-
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anism for the 3D MOT was chosen to provide fast MOT loading with a high atomic flux,
while the pressure difference between loading and experiment chambers is maintained with
a custom-made differential pumping tube. After optimisation of the MOT parameters to
ensure roughly 109 atoms are captured into the purely magnetic trap, the computer con-
trol of the experiment was developed to ensure full Labview control of the experimental
sequence. To incorporate a figure of merit for the performance of our system, we com-
pared our phase space density (PSD) results during the evaporation sequence with those
in [20] where the authors employ a similar hybrid evaporative cooling scheme to quantum
degeneracy. We find that we obtain comparable PSD numbers, with our pure condensate
atom number (1.95x105) lower by one order of magnitude than the number reported in [20]
(2x106).
The final part of this project focused on loading the ensemble of cold atoms into holo-
graphic optical traps generated using a single phase-only SLM. The multi-wavelength and
high fidelity phase and amplitude control techniques (using the MRAF and CG algorithms
respectively) furthers the amount of control and flexibility offered by the SLM, both com-
putationally and experimentally. The multi-wavelength technique, implemented in Matlab,
is designed as a method that allows light of different wavelengths to be overlapped onto a
single SLM and form a composite optical structure for atom manipulation. Specifically, the
versatility of such a setup is ideal when optical access for light of multiple wavelengths is
limited, and additional wavelengths can be added by overlapping the light onto the existing
optical path. For the high fidelity light patterns using conjugate gradient minimisation, we
define a figure of merit for the performance of our algorithm by comparing our results with
those of [138] using the non-uniformity error defined in equation 4.25. The authors of [138]
developed full amplitude and phase control of the output plane light using an IFTA, which
they compare to a previous regionally-constrained algorithm in [145] - they found that the
regionally-constrained algorithm was more accurate at the expense of light efficiency. For
the far-field holograms of lines of continuous intensity with a phase gradient, the regional
algorithm gives εnu = 0.04%, εΦ = 1.63% and η = 3.48%. The full-plane IFTA, on the
other hand, was less accurate with εnu = 3.48% and εΦ = 3.77% but with a much higher
efficiency η = 77.84%. In our case, the comparable continuous patterns are smoother and
more accurate - εnu is lower by more than a factor of 6 and εΦ is lower by one to two
orders of magnitude compared to the regional IFTA. Additionally, our light efficiency for
the conjugate gradient patterns is more than a factor 3 higher than the regional IFTA
(although still less than the full-plane IFTA). Experimentally, we note that our images of
cold atoms trapped in continuous geometries compare well to those seen in Figure 1.1(h)
and Figure 1.1(j). Additionally, by trapping with red-detuned light in our case as opposed
to blue detuned light, we show that sufficiently smooth optical patterns can be generated
whereby atoms are trapped in the highest intensity portions of the beam, compared to
trapping in the dark with blue-detuned light. Finally, trapping with red-detuned light also
opens up the avenue of using the phase of the light at the position of the atoms in order
to further manipulate the atoms.
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5.2 Future Plans
In the near future there are a number of immediate additions to be made to the portable
MOT setup. The most pressing of these would be to swap out the current AD590 tem-
perature sensor that has been part of the outreach MOT setup since the beginning of the
project for a thermistor, which we have tested to ensure there is no adverse effect on it
from turning on the microwave generation electronics. Proper temperature stabilisation of
the laser diode will then drastically improve the DAVLL that we have integrated into the
setup, ensuring frequency stabilisation over long periods for both teaching and outreach.
While the DAVLL lock is capable of maintaining the laser frequency for the teaching lab
measurements of the atom number and the pressure at the position of the MOT, the tem-
perature stabilisation of the diode is necessary for the outreach applications where the
apparatus is more susceptible to perturbations.
The addition of the grating chip technology, provided by the University of Strathclyde,
is also of high priority when it comes to public engagement, significantly simplifying the
optical alignment compared to the three pairs of retro-reflected MOT beams currently. The
alignment requirements of the six-beam MOT, while a useful tool for the undergraduate lab
that gives practice at overlapping the various cooling beams, would be impractical if the
portable MOT is to be transported for outreach. The grating chip, using just a single input
beam to form the optical molasses, would provide a much more robust system and allow
faster setup at the venue. Additional shim coils for the compensation of stray magnetic
fields may also be necessary in order to successfully integrate the grating chip, which are
currently not in place for the standard six-beam MOT.
As well as the quantitative data acquisition currently set up for the compact MOT
(measuring the number of atoms in the MOT and estimating the pressure at the region of
the MOT), another task would be to obtain an estimate of the temperature of the cloud
by observing the expansion of the cloud during a molasses phase with the laser light still
present. A CCD camera is used to acquire images of the cloud at regular intervals during
this slow expansion when the coils are turned off. The temperature can then be extracted
from the rate of expansion of the atomic cloud, which provides an intuitive insight into
how cold the atoms really are. The ability to obtain an estimate of the temperature of the
cloud without the need for switching the laser beams off (by having to use, for example,
mechanical shutters) would be an important step for both teaching and outreach.
For the holographic trapping of cold atoms, the combination of the light sheet poten-
tial plus the potentials generated from the SLM using the high fidelity CG minimisation
routine has resulted in the successful trapping of atoms in both ring and cross pattern
geometries. The addition of blue-detuned light could lead to smaller diffraction-limited
features, and therefore tighter trapping potentials and narrower barriers. Tighter trapping
potentials would aid reaching the Tonks-Girardeau regime, while narrow barriers results
in better tunneling between the guides. For the red-detuned light currently in use, further
manipulation with the phase of the light at the output plane allows relatively straight-
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forward barriers to be engineered in the Kondo pattern, as opposed to keeping the phase
flat and manufacturing a gap using the amplitude of light alone. Additionally, dynamic
manipulation of the light profile is required for the investigations of rotation when using
ring traps.
Now that the initial trapping of atoms in red-detuned traps has been achieved, an
important milestone for this experiment would be probing methods by which the atomic
gas can be made as cold as possible by deforming, or expanding, the trapping potential
dynamically. Achieving extremely low temperatures is important for both the rotation
sensing and quantum simulation applications, and as such it is crucial that we probe the
capability of our SLM traps for achieving this. Such a demonstration of dynamic trap
manipulation is also necessary for imparting rotation to an ultracold gas contained within
a ring trap. For the investigations of the topological Kondo effect, an improvement on the
diffraction limit of our system is also likely needed - the diffraction limit for our current
setup is ∼ 6µm. To reach the Tonks-Girardeau regime, the waist of the narrow waveguides
would need to be around 1µm. Blue-detuned light can provide narrower guides than red-
detuned light, but it will also be necessary to improve the diffraction limit of our optical
system further. Our current choice of atomic species (87Rb) also makes reaching the Tonks-
Girardeau regime more challenging due to the difficulty of using Feshbach resonances to
tune the scattering length. An alternative atomic species is caesium (133Cs) - Feshbach
resonances using 133Cs can greatly increase the scattering length and consequently aid
reaching a true one-dimensional Tonks gas.
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